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I started my journey towards finding truth that is "Purpose of 

Life" in 2014, and in 2017 I compiled my thoughts and 

observations about life, world and purpose of life in a form of 

a book and named it "My Personal Observations". Purpose of 

writing this book is to convey the message and share thoughts 

with as many people as possible. As English is not my native 

language and being a simple person (I like simple and clear 

explanation of concepts), I tried to explain my thoughts in as 

simple and clear manner as I could without going into any 

kind of complexity. Only thing this book requires from a 

reader is their sincerity to the topic of this book which is 

"Purpose of life", and I request readers to approach this book 

with an open heart and mind and intention to learn 

something useful from it. Also, I have written about Copyright 

in the last chapter of this book. 
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If there is no God as atheists claim, then this means that there is no purpose of one's 

life, as death is undoubtedly true (from start till end, death has been there and no 

one can escape from it) and then after death there would be nothing, like we are 

created out of nothing (as atheists say) and after death we will somehow 

disappear/mixed with the sand or air and that's the end. 

If all that is true then there would be so much randomness in this world, but a sound 

human can clearly observe that everything is following some pattern or law, like day 

and night can't happen at the same time, they must follow an order similarly planets 

don't move/collide into each other randomly and each one of them is following its 

own calculated and measured pattern. There is measured distance between planets 

and the rate with which they move. So, do these numbers come out of nowhere? And 

without an Originator? 

These are humongous objects, a little as an atom follows its given pattern/position 

as if not then this whole universe couldn't exist from start. 

Following are the “3 simple reasons for the Existence of GOD”, taken from 

[http://onereason.org/].  

 

http://onereason.org/
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Continuing our discussion of universe and its pattern ,there must be someone or 

something that had planned its pattern and that same thing cannot be created by 

anyone as if U is created by G then G must not be created by any entity otherwise 

that entity would become G itself. So, If the mind observes and ponders, then it 

comes to a thought that the universe has a pattern, and it's planned and made by 

something or someone who is All powerful and has knowledge which has no compare 

and obviously that must also be One because in the case of 2 or more, whether Wills 

or gods there is a possibility that they may collide (One god might say my command 

will be executed while the other might say NO ! it's going to be my command) with 

each other so it will be against our first observation that, universe is in order because 

in case of more than One God the balance of nature or universe would definitely be 

destroyed. 

Now coming to the second point, If the life is all about doing good and enjoying (as 

majority persists) and there is no life after death then I have a choice that I can do 

whatever my mind tells and I am not answerable to anyone, then this thought is a 

really dangerous thought if you try to think about it. So, there must be some justice, if 

someone killed you while you were innocent or killed your mother, the 

murderer/rapist/pedophile can escape from justice in this world but a healthy and 
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sound mind doesn't believe that he/she should be free from justice forever. The mind 

may think, that okay he killed you then he will also die so it's a tie/ Justice Served! 

But, what if he has killed a hundred innocent humans including children? 

Now how this “Death for a Death” will do justice for those 100 deaths? 

So at this point, we agree that this universe follows laws and patterns and is not 

created out of nothing, and there is a One All Powerful Creator/Originator! who is not 

created by anyone or anything  and life should have a purpose and it’s not 

meaningless or vain , now our focus is on to find what purpose that might be and it's 

the basic question asked by humans throughout history of mankind. 

You won't find the answer to that question in science books, so you need to look at 

religions of the world (those who claim that there is a God, and That God is One and 

Only One without any equal and created by no one yet Creator of everything!). My 

sincere advice to you is that , when you want to study or approach a religion please 

let the religion explain itself through its revelation/books, and don't judge a religion 

through its followers as they might or not follow the teachings of their religion in right 

way. 

So if there is a purpose of life and a great justice after everything dies, then there 

must be a concept of reward and punishments right? 

If a person follows God revelations (True message) so he is inclined for the reward, 

and if a person disobeys/rejects/ignores then there must be a punishment (That is 

justice in its purest form). 

So now Hell and heaven are also cleared in front of our observation.  

Now we need to filter religions based on following 4 points:- 

1. God should be One and Only One 

2. God should be independent of everything, yet everything should be 

dependent on God. 

3. God is unlike His creation, He is not created by anyone or anything yet 

everything in the heavens and earth is created by Him alone. (He is not used 

for gender or masculinity, it's just for referring and mentioning in English 
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language! Remember God is not like His creation at all, there is none like Him 

) 

4. God has no compare or equal, there is no one/nothing comparable to Him, 

not even close to Him. Everything is created by The God. His attributes belong 

to Him alone. He has control over everything. 

Now look at the following verses from Holy Qur'an:-  

1. Say, "He is Allah, [who is] One, 

2. Allah, the Eternal, Absolute; 

3. He begets not, nor was He begotten 

4. Nor is there to Him any equivalent." 

[Qur'an: Chapter #112 (Surah Al-'Ikhlas: The Sincerity) Verse #1-4] 

I advise you to start your comparative religion study with Islam , and please don’t 

judge it through media or those who are following it as they maybe following the 

teachings in right way or wrong. Look at Holy Qur'an and approach it with a sincere 

heart and mind. 

Allah Almighty (One True God) could have just said “Obey Me!” (Period/Full stop). 

But He is the Most Merciful. He doesn't leave His creation alone but sent a guide for 

every nation since the beginning of mankind, and showed them how to go to His 

Heaven and how to stay away from His Hell. 

But it's the Human who has a free will, he has to choose whether to enjoy eternity in 

Heaven (Success in its highest and purest form) or to be destroyed for eternity again 

and again (Failure in its highest and wretched form). 

My knowledge of science may be not up to date or I may be missing some points in 

this, but it's a simple observation by a simple human being like myself. 

What I believe is that, no matter which belief or religion you belong to, you shouldn't 

blindly believe in what your parents, relatives, fellow countrymen or any other Human 

tell you but authenticate the knowledge and seek for truth. 
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Open your heart/Be Sincere, ask Guidance from the One Who created you (as 

without a creator, concept of creation is foul) and the One who provides you. 

Seek for the truth, and in the end if Allah wills He may show you the right path, i.e. 

not but only the path of Islam. 

And you will come to see that the Qur'an is nothing but the word of Allah Almighty 

alone and in it is the guidance of 'Whole Humanity" (Not just for Arabs or Muslims) till 

the Hour/Judgment Day (which is true). 

The above text is what I wrote after I "woke up" (from darkness towards light). At first, 

you might be confused right now or have a lot of questions. Don't worry, it's your duty 

to seek the truth and evaluate it through proper thinking and contemplating.  

Just don't give up! 

"Then did you think that We created you uselessly and that to Us you 

would not be returned?" 

[Qur'an: Chapter #23 (Surah Al-Mu'minun: The Believers) Verse #115] 

 

"O People of the Scripture, there has come to you Our Messenger making 

clear to you much of what you used to conceal of the Scripture and 

overlooking much. There has come to you from Allah a light and a clear 

Book. By which Allah guides those who pursue His pleasure to the ways of 

peace and brings them out from darkness into the light, by His permission, 

and guides them to a straight path." 

[Qur'an: Chapter #5 (Surah Al-Ma'idah: The Table Spread) Verse #15-16] 

 

As a last reminder, there's a video I watched on YouTube uploaded by a channel 

named "MercifulServant" and the video title was "Why Am I Here?" and I think it's 

really helpful and good video , and I advise you to give that video a try. 

Here's the link to that video:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL9SrdxU2TI 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL9SrdxU2TI
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From the previous chapter, we have gone through the answers to the following 

questions:-  

 

1. Is there a Creator? 

2. Is there a Purpose of life? 

3. Is there an Afterlife? 

 

And I advised you to start your research from Islam and don't judge it by those who 

are following it because they might be following the teaching s in right way or wrong 

way. But to evaluate Islam by its revelation that is Al-Qur'an. 

 

In 25th Chapter of this book , "My Journey: In Search of Truth" I have written a brief 

summary of my journey explaining how it started , what motivated me and who 

inspired me.When I came to Islam , I had many misconceptions and confusions about 

it because of seeing the majority of its followers and their ways. But I stopped 

learning about Islam from media, followers and started to find the answers to my 

misconceptions with sincerity and asked guidance only from One True Lord. 

 

So during my journey when I was learning about Islam, I found an amazing book that 

contained answers to many misconceptions/confusions about Islam. 

 

(This chapter is important for everyone no matter which religion he/she follows and i 

advice everyone to read this chapter carefully and with sincerity).  

 

Here are some of the questions which that book contained:- 

 

1. Polygamy: Why is a man allowed to have more than one wife in Islam? i.e. why is 

polygamy allowed in Islam? 

 

2. Polyandry: If a man is allowed to have more than one wife, then why does Islam 

prohibit a woman from having more than one husband? 

 

3. Hijab for Women: Why does Islam degrade women by keeping them behind the 

veil? 

 

4. Spread by Sword: How can Islam be called the religion of peace when it was 

spread by the sword? 

 

5. Muslims are Fundamentalists and Terrorists: Why are most of the Muslims 

fundamentalists and terrorists? 

 

6. Eating Non-veg Food: Killing an animal is a ruthless act. Why then do Muslims 

consume non- vegetarian food? 
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7. Islamic method of slaughtering appears ruthless: Why do Muslims slaughter the 

animal in a ruthless manner by torturing it and slowly and painfully killing it? 

 

8. Non-Veg food makes Muslims violent: Science tell us that whatever one eats, it 

has an effect on one’s behavior. Why then, does Islam allow Muslims to eat non-

vegetarian food, since eating of animals could make a person violent and ferocious? 

 

9. Muslims worship the Kabba: When Islam is against idol worship why do the 

Muslims worship, and bow down to the Kaaba in their prayer? 

10. Non-Muslims not allowed in Makah: Why are non-Muslims not allowed in the Holy 

cities of Makah and Medina? 

 

11. Pork Forbidden: Why is the eating of pork forbidden in Islam? 

 

12. Alcohol Forbidden: Why is the consumption of alcohol prohibited in Islam? 

 

13. Equality of Witnesses: Why are two witnesses who are women, equivalent to only 

one witness who is a man? 

 

14.  Inheritance: Under Islamic law, why is a woman’s share of the inherited wealth 

only half that of a man? 

 

15. Is Qur’an God’s word? : How can you prove that the Qur’an is the word of God? 

 

16. Hereafter: How can you prove the existence of hereafter, i.e. life after death? 

 

17. Why are Muslims divided into sects and different school of thoughts? : When all 

the Muslim follow one and the same Qur’an then why are there so many sects and 

different schools of thoughts among Muslims? 

 

18. Why follow Islam? : All religions basically teach followers to do good deeds. Why 

should a person only follow Islam? Can he not follow any of the religions? 

 

19. Vast Difference between Islam and actual practices of Muslims: If Islam is the 

best religion, why are many of the Muslims dishonest, unreliable, and involved in 

activities such as cheating, bribing, dealing in drugs, etc.? 

 

20. Non-Muslims referred to as Kafirs: Why do Muslims abuse non-Muslims by calling 

them Kafirs? 

 

In the end I would advise you that don’t read the author, but read the book and I 

hope this book would clear many misconceptions of yours about Islam as it did mine. 

 

You can read that book online from a website by following this link: - “Misconceptions 

about Islam”. 

http://islampnp.com/misconceptions-about-islam/
http://islampnp.com/misconceptions-about-islam/
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To download that book in PDF form follow these links (If one link doesn’t work try 

other one):-  

 

Google Drive: - https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-gRh_KCki4OUWFlOUFIMkxuanc 

 

OR 

 

Box.com:- https://app.box.com/s/70hhsjq5nldu48du3ngw 

 

OR 

 

Dropbox:- https://www.dropbox.com/s/957vculfjl3rcm0/Misconceptions%20about%

20Islam%20and%20their%20Answer.pdf?dl=1 

 

 

 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-gRh_KCki4OUWFlOUFIMkxuanc
https://app.box.com/s/70hhsjq5nldu48du3ngw
https://www.dropbox.com/s/957vculfjl3rcm0/Misconceptions%20about%20Islam%20and%20their%20Answer.pdf?dl=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/957vculfjl3rcm0/Misconceptions%20about%20Islam%20and%20their%20Answer.pdf?dl=1
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During my journey, I had encountered 4 types of people in terms of their reaction, 

behavior and attitude. (Note: Referring to the 'psychological behavior' and not to any 

particular person at all.) 

 

Type 1: Who Surrenders and accepts the truth/fact after reading, authenticating, 

pondering (Not blindly accepting). 

Type 2: Who rejects the fact completely (Misconceptions, Doubts, Little Knowledge, 

Arrogance). 

Type 3: Who neither accepts nor rejects, either they ignore to listen or they find it 

boring (The most common behavior I had encountered). 

Type 4: Who along-with rejecting, also defends the 'sin' or the immoral and illogical 

activity against which the fact is being presented, either because they are indulged in 

it or they are benefiting from it somehow or their forefathers had been doing it or they 

just want to prove to the world that they are always right, and they will bring about 

every possible excuse in order to reject the fact.  

(The 2nd most common behavior I have encountered) 

Note: This is nothing but an analysis by me ,the people however can belong to any 

faith or walk of life, doesn't really matter as it's just a 'Human behavior' and neither I 

used anyone's name nor I intend to do so. As I believe that every person has a 

potential towards good, but it is Allah (The One and Only Creator) who guides 

whomever He wills. For me, I might be in any of these categories too, so first and 

foremost I should ponder over myself and change myself for good. 

"Unquestionably, [for] the allies of Allah there will be no fear concerning 

them, nor will they grieve .Those who believed and were fearing Allah. For 

them are good tidings in the worldly life and in the Hereafter. No change is 

there in the words of Allah. That is what the great attainment is." 

[Qur'an: Chapter # 10 (Surah Yunus: The Repentance) Verse # 62-64] 
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While watching birds flying in the air, a random thought appeared in my mind that if 

any other object is held at such height and then released, it would definitely fall. Or in 

other words gravity of the earth will exert an force on it and will pull that object 

towards the earth, and more the weight of that object more gravitational force will be 

applied. 

Keeping in mind that Birds also have some weight , but amazingly they don't fall from 

such heights, and in case of eagles the height is way more than that but they don't 

seem to fall down , but if we place anything at such height it will reach ground within 

few minutes.  

Now another thought arise in my mind, that there must be something/someone 

holding them at such heights without any mistake and error of them falling, and also 

if not then they should also fall like other objects and living beings, and the One 

holding them up should also be the One who created such complex creature at first 

place because who knows about creation better than the Creator Himself. 

What I then found that the Qur'an states such amazing Miracle in a splendid and 

beautiful way. 

"Do they not see the birds above them with wings outspread and 

[sometimes] folded in? None holds them [aloft] except the Most Merciful. 

Indeed He is, of all things, Seeing." 

 [Qur'an: Chapter # 67 (Surah Al-Mulk: The Sovereignty) Verse # 19] 

 

Indeed, Allah Almighty is the creator of universe and everything in it and He is the 

One who Has power and control over everything. 

"[And] who created seven heavens in layers. You do not see in the creation 

of the Most Merciful any inconsistency. So return [your] vision [to the sky]; 

do you see any breaks?" "Then return [your] vision twice again. [Your] 

vision will return to you humbled while it is fatigued." 

[Qur'an: Chapter # 67 (Surah Al-Mulk: The Sovereignty) Verse # 3-4] 
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Who could have created such gigantic objects, obviously it can’t come from nothing 

because some energy is required for existence of anything, if that’s the case then 

who would provide that energy and if it’s not God and it’s all randomness, then why is 

this system of equilibrium is still stable after so many light years but here we observe 

(in ‘observable universe’) that everything seems to be performing it’s given task in a 

well-balanced system. Who could have made such laws and assign task to 

everything? Indeed it is something All Powerful, and also alone and not created by 

anything and has control over everything! 

It can be none other than The One God Himself, Almighty, All Powerful. 
 

“Do they not contemplate within themselves? Allah has not created the 
heavens and the earth and what is between them except in truth and for a 

specified term. And indeed, many of the people, in [the matter of] the 
meeting with their Lord, are disbelievers“ 

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #30 (Surah Ar Rum: The Romans) Verse #8] 
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” Are you a more difficult creation or is the heaven? Allah constructed it. 
He raised its ceiling and proportioned it. And He darkened its night and 

extracted its brightness. And after that He spread the earth. He extracted 
from it its water and its pasture, And the mountains He set firmly, As 

provision for you and your grazing livestock.” 
 

[Qur'an: Chapter #79 (Surah An-Nazi’at: Those who drag forth) Verse #27-
33] 

 
 

“Then do they not reflect upon the Qur’an, or are there locks upon [their] 
hearts?” 

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #47 (Surat Muhammad) Verse #24] 

 
 

  “And on the earth are signs for the certain [in faith], And in yourselves. 
Then will you not see?”  

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #50 (Surah Adh-Dhariyat-The Winnowing Winds) Verse # 

20-21] 

 
 

  “Then do they not reflect upon the Qur’an? If it had been from [any] other 
than Allah, they would have found within it much contradiction.” 

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #4 (Surah An-Nisa: The Women) Verse #82] 

 
 

“(This is) a Book (the Quran) which We have sent down to you, full of 
blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that men of 

understanding may remember.” 
 

 [Qur'an: Chapter #38 (Surat Saad: The Letter “Saad”) Verse #29]  
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They say, 'Where there is water, there is a potential of Life'. 

In Qur'an, Allah Almighty (The One Creator) states: 

'' and what Allah has sent down from the heavens of rain, giving life 

thereby to the earth after its lifelessness and dispersing therein every [kind 

of] moving creature, and [His] directing of the winds and the clouds 

controlled between the heaven and the earth are signs for a people who 

use reason.'' 

 [Qur'an: Chapter #2 (Surah Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse #164] 

 

Now how someone 1400 years ago (Qur'an was revealed as final revelation from 

Allah Almighty) could have known such facts? Or even close to guessing it? Without 

any modern experimental equipment? 

Indeed, it is Allah Almighty who gives guidance to whom He wishes. 

  “Then do they not reflect upon the Qur’an? If it had been from [any] other 
than Allah, they would have found within it much contradiction.” 

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #4 (Surah An-Nisa: The Women) Verse #82] 

 
 

“(This is) a Book (the Quran) which We have sent down to you, full of 
blessings that they may ponder over its Verses, and that men of 

understanding may remember.” 
 [Qur'an: Chapter #38 (Surat Saad: The Letter “Saad”) Verse #29]  

 
 

“Then do they not reflect upon the Qur’an, or are there locks upon [their] 
hearts?” 

[Qur'an: Chapter #47 (Surat Muhammad) Verse #24] 

 
 

  “And on the earth are signs for the certain [in faith], And in yourselves. 
Then will you not see?”  

[Qur'an: Chapter #50 (Surah Adh-Dhariyat-The Winnowing Winds) Verse # 
20-21] 
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As before our/Human eyes, the most humongous object is the sky. So I was 

wondering while looking at it, that what if the sky falls like 'just now' then what would 

be the scene like, as huge as Sky coming towards you in a rapid speed along-with its 

darkness just inches away from embracing you. The very thought of it made me 

shiver, and the imagination was itself scary as hell. 

Then I pondered that if such an humongous object is still at its allocated position and 

doesn't fall, there must be something more Powerful holding it and also He would be 

the one who Has also created it and He Himself is not created by anyone or anything 

and He must be Alone and Almighty, and Indeed it is none but Allah Almighty. 'There 

is neither might nor any power except with Allah'. 

 
"And the heaven He raised and imposed the balance"  

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #55 (Surat Ar-Rahman: The Beneficent) Verse # 7] 

 
 

"It is not allowable for the sun to reach the moon, nor does the night 
overtake the day, but each, in an orbit, is swimming." 

 
[Qur'an: Chapter #36 (Surat Ya-Sin) Verse # 40] 

 
 
 

"And We have placed within the heaven great stars and have beautified it 
for the observers" 

 
[Quran: Chapter #15 (Surat Al-Hijr: The Rocky Tract) Verse # 16] 

 
 

"And the heaven We constructed with strength, and indeed, We are [its] 
expander" 

 
[Quran: Chapter #51 (Surat Adh-Dhariyat : The Winnowing Winds) Verse # 

47] 
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If you're a student of science , and you have spent all your life gaining the knowledge 

which didn't even brought you closer to the real purpose of life that had been set by 

the One who created Heavens and the earth and what is in between them , and 

taught man what he didn't know. If such Knowledge neither helped you to 

contemplate on the words of the Al-Khaliq (Creator), nor helped you to identify and 

analyze His signs around you (nature/universe) and within you. 

Then tell me how this knowledge is beneficial to you? And how is this self-made 

purpose of life any better than the ultimate purpose of creation of man? 

On the other hand , a person who knows his purpose of life well and then live his life 

according to it , if he gains any knowledge he knows Who granted him that 

knowledge , he uses this knowledge to come closer to Him alone and to better 

understand His signs. 

These are the people who have set their priorities right and their goal is clear i.e. to 

Submit their will to the Will of their One and Only Creator, Nourisher, Provider, 

Sustainer. 

It's only a case of priorities. 

Other scenario is of one person who had gained immense worldly knowledge but is 

illiterate to the words of Allah (Qur'an) and even upon that calls himself a Muslim(The 

one who submits his will to the will of Allah alone), Then how far is he from success 

but many people don't understand this point. 

Again it's only a case of priorities. 
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With every single breath, adds a step towards death. Still lust to live increases. It’s 

not the eyes that are blind, but the heart that has been covered by desires. 

 I think the most brutal and effective lesson, life can teach to a human is that it can 

destroy dreams in a blink of an eye. 
 

“Beautified for those who disbelieve is the life of this world, and they 
ridicule those who believe. But those who fear Allah are above them on the 
Day of Resurrection. And Allah gives provision to whom He wills without 

account.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surah Al-Baqrah: The Cow) Verse #212] 

 
 

“Allah increases the provision for whom He wills, and straitens (it for whom 
He wills), and they rejoice in the life of the world, whereas the life of this 
world as compared with the Hereafter is but a brief passing enjoyment. “ 

 

[Qur’an: Chapter #13 (Surat Ar-Ra’d: The Thunder) Verse #26] 
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Eyesight, though at first glance it may look like just another normal thing. But ask the 

importance of that particular thing from a Blind person. Who would give anything in 

return of a few seconds of that experience? 

Always say Alhamdulillah (All Thanks belongs to Allah)! 

And why being sad, and show despair when Allah Almighty has clearly said in Qur’an: 

 

“Indeed after Hardships, there is Ease” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #94(Surah Ash-Sharh: The Relief) Verse #6] 

 
 

“God does not burden any human being with more than he is well able to 
bear” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surah Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse #286] 
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My mother always used to teach me one lesson that encouraged me a lot and I have 

been holding onto that wisdom even now by the help and mercy of Allah, she used to 

say whenever I get sad/depress or had any loss (especially in academics) “Zain look 

at those who are below you, and always be thankful to Allah for what he gave you.” 

And only after I started my journey towards finding truth I came to know that this was 

from Authentic Source and if you try to think about it for a moment you will feel the 

wisdom and beauty behind it. Here it’s:- 

 
 
Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) as saying: 

 
Look at those who stand at a lower level than you but don’t look at those 

who stand at a higher level than you, for this would make the favors 
(conferred upon you by Allah) insignificant (in your eyes).  

 
(Sahih Muslim 2963, Book 55 Hadith 14) 

 
 

Look, no matter where you are or in what condition there is always someone below 

you (health wise , money wise , intellect wise, spirituality wise etc.). Even if you claim 

that you’re in the worst condition right now in the whole world, then look at those who 

are dead. You are at least better than them, they have no chance coming back here 

https://sunnah.com/muslim/55/14
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but you still have time to return to your Lord in repentance and submission and Allah 

is still giving you chance while those who are dead, if they are to ask that if they had 

gold equal to the whole world would they be willing to pay it for them to come back in 

this world again for one day? They will say yes, because they know this life and world 

is a test and once you die, your time’s up, pen is put down just like in examination 

hall. 

Remember this always, your life is someone else’s dream. So be more thankful, and 

look at the positive side always. The more you will be thankful , the more you will be 

satisfied and will find peace in this temporary life and you will be more patient when 

anything goes wrong.(and You already know that how much Allah loves those who are 

patient , so you’re always in a win-win situation). 

 

“O you who have believed, eat from the good things which We have 
provided for you and be grateful to Allah if it is [indeed] Him that you 

worship.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surah Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse# 172] 
 
 
 

“And it is not [possible] for one to die except by permission of Allah at a 
decree determined. And whoever desires the reward of this world – We will 
give him thereof; and whoever desires the reward of the Hereafter – We will 

give him thereof. And we will reward the grateful. ” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surah Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse #145] 

 
 

“Why should Allah punish you if you have thanked (Him) and have believed 
in Him. And Allah is Ever All-Appreciative (of good), All-Knowing. ” 

[Qur’an: Chapter #4 (Suran An-Nisa: The Women) Verse#147] 
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I believe that everyone has some potential towards good, so why judge someone 

while you don’t even know your own status and position before Allah. And Islam is the 

religion in which you cannot succeed while pulling other people down, you need to 

take them with you towards top and encourage yourself and those who are around 

you often. 

 

Always remember that the one person you are ridiculing or making fun of, could be at 

a position closer to Allah (the One True Lord of everything) that you could never 

imagine to be in your entire life.  

 
Stay Humble and always Advice Good, Implement and preach what is Truth! 

 

Don’t die in a state in which you are just a Muslim (The one who submits His will to 

the will of God) by ‘Name’, live up to that ‘Title’ or a state in which you die without 

finding the true purpose of life or without finding the answers to basic questions like 

“Where you came from? “, “Why are you here?”, and “Where are you heading to?”. 

The least you can do is think about it, as thinking/pondering is the first step towards 

guidance. 

 

"And not equal are the good deed and the bad. Repel [evil] by that [deed] 
which is better" 

 

[Qur’an: Chapter #41 (Surat Fussilat: Explained in Detail) Verse #34] 

 
 
 

 “Call upon your Lord in humility and privately; indeed, He does not like 
transgressors.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #7 (Surah Al-A’raf: The Heights) Verse #55] 

 
 

 "Satan has overcome them and made them forget the remembrance of 
Allah. Those are the party of Satan. Unquestionably, the party of Satan – 

they will be the losers." 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #58 (Surat Al-Mujadila: The Pleading Woman) Verse #19] 

 
 

"So whoever does an atom's weight of good will see it" 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #99 (Surat Al-Zalzalah: The Earthquake) Verse #7] 
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A Powerful Reminder for those who think, death is just standing inches away from 

your door, waiting for the orders to knock. Either you make use of this chance which 

Allah Almighty gave you and turn to him in repentance or wait till He gives you more 

chances , but that my friend only He knows and what if this is the final chance ? 

 

 Death is the destroyer of pleasures and it's certainly true to come, and it won’t delay 

nor it will surpass its time and it’s wise to prepare oneself for the life after death 

before the death reaches one’s throat. 

 

Think wisely and Act accordingly. 

 

Day of Judgment is going to happen, that’s for sure but what matters here is that are 

we prepared for that day? Do we even think about that day when everyone will be 

answerable of his own deeds that is every Human for himself? What will happen on 

that day? We don’t know when will the Hour would come, but what we can observe 

from history of mankind that death is true, it doesn’t rely on your age nor your status 

nor your name but it will happen accurately when the time comes. So, what will 

happen after that? Did we at least thought of what we are doing in our lives and how 

it will affect our result on that day? What is making us forget our purpose of life? 

 

Don’t say like that you will see what will happen when the day would come and ignore 

your purpose of life, as on that day there would be no returning back to this 

world, what you have passed on will be your result and that would be eternal. 

 

Always Remember, To the world you may be an icon, a revolutionist or a billionaire. 

But to the angel of death, you’re just a name on a list. 

 

“Every soul will taste death. Then to Us will you be returned.”  
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #29 (Surat Al-Ankabut: The Spider) Verse #57] 

 
 

 “Wherever you may be, death will overtake you, even if you should be 
within towers of lofty construction. But if good comes to them, they say, 

“This is from Allah “; and if evil befalls them, they say, “This is from you.” 
Say, “All [things] are from Allah.” So what is [the matter] with those people 

that they can hardly understand any statement? “ 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #4 (Surat An-Nisa: The Women) Verse #78] 
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“Indeed, Allah does not wrong the people at all, but it is the people who are 
wronging themselves.”  

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #10 (Surat Yunus: Jonah) Verse #44] 

 
 

 “And whoever does a wrong or wrongs himself but then seeks forgiveness 
of Allah will find Allah Forgiving and Merciful.”  

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #4 (Surat An-Nisa: The Women) Verse #110] 

 
 

“The Day every soul will find what it has done of good present [before it] 
and what it has done of evil, it will wish that between itself and that [evil] 

was a great distance. And Allah warns you of Himself, and Allah is Kind to 
[His] servants.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse #30] 

 
 

A brief insight on human attitude from start till end has been depicted in Surat Al-

Fajar Chapter#89 (video below) and an important message to do good deeds before 

the coming of one’s Hour/Death, as after that there would be no return in this world, 

no repentance, no good deed or whatsoever, every deed will be sealed in the book 

and to be opened on the Day of Judgment 

 

Please watch this video: - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZvNtzJ0QXQ 

 

Another video with same topic (Surat Al-Kahf , Chapter #18 , Verse #45-49 ):-  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um9nAVuHe2s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZvNtzJ0QXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um9nAVuHe2s
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“And let there be [arising] from you a nation inviting to [all that is] good, 
enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong, and those will be the 

successful.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surah Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse #104] 

 
 

My duty as a Muslim is to convey the message of Truth, and if either you’re a Muslim 

i.e. Surrendering to the will of Allah Almighty (The One and Only Creator) or the one on 

the path of finding the truth, see the below verses from Holy Qur’an (Final revelation 

sent by Allah as a form of guidance towards straight path) 

 

“And return [in repentance] to your Lord and submit to Him before the 
punishment comes upon you; then you will not be helped.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #39 (Surat Az-Zumar: The Troops) Verse #54] 

 
 

 “And whoever desires other than Islam as religion – never will it be 
accepted from him, and he, in the Hereafter, will be among the losers.” 

  
[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse #85] 

 
 

"[Say, O Muhammad], “I have only been commanded to worship the Lord of 
this city, who made it sacred and to whom [belongs] all things. And I am 

commanded to be of the Muslims [those who submit to Allah]" 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #27 (Surat An-Naml: The Ant) Verse #91] 

 
 

“And when it is recited to them, they say, “We have believed in it; indeed, it 
is the truth from our Lord. Indeed we were, [even] before it, Muslims 

[submitting to Allah].” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #28 (Surat Al-Qasas: The Stories) Verse #53] 

 
 

“Whoever submits his whole self to Allah, and is a doer of good, has 
grasped indeed the most trustworthy hand-hold: and with Allah rests the 

End and Decision of (all) affairs.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #31 (Surat Luqman: “Luqman”) Verse #22] 
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“And who is better in speech than one who invites to Allah and does 
righteousness and says, “Indeed, I am of the Muslims.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #41 (Surat Fussilat: Explained in Detail) Verse #33] 

 
 

“Indeed, the religion in the sight of Allah is Islam. And those who were 
given the Scripture did not differ except after knowledge had come to them 
– out of jealous animosity between themselves. And whoever disbelieves in 

the verses of Allah, then indeed, Allah is swift in [taking] account.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse #19] 

 
 
 

Da’wah is a duty 

Most Muslims know that Islam is a universal religion, meant for all mankind. Allah 

(SWT) is the Lord of the entire Universe, and Muslims have been entrusted with the 

duty of conveying His message to all mankind. Alas, most Muslims today have 

become callous towards this duty! While accepting Islam as the best way of life for 

ourselves, most of us are unwilling to share this knowledge with those to whom the 

message has not yet been conveyed. 

The Arabic word Da’wah means a call or an invitation. In Islamic context, it means to 

strive for the propagation of Islam. 

The Glorious Qur’an says: 
 

“Ah! Who is more unjust than those who conceal the testimony they have 
from Allah? But Allah is not unmindful of what ye do!” 

 
[Al-Qur’an Chapter #2 (Surah Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse #140] 

 
 

Source: Above Text is Taken from the Book: ‘Answers to Non-Muslims’ Common 

Questions about Islam’ by Dr.Zakir Naik. 

 

You can get the whole book from following link: - 

[https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-gRh_KCki4OalVTNjZ3ZlNtNVU] 

 

In the end my comments about above text: Islam is not an individualistic religion. You 

simply can’t climb up the mountain of success by pulling others down.  

 

Divided we fall, together we stand united.  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-gRh_KCki4OalVTNjZ3ZlNtNVU
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If I were to ask majority of Muslims about movies and seasons and video games, they 

would speak for days but then if I ask them how much they know about Quran, 

Authentic Hadiths or even Basic concepts of Islam, then some would say it’s what is 

in the heart that matters. No one can judge me except Allah, while some would find a 

way out of this conversation because either they are guilty or they just want to ignore 

this topic. 

 

Your heroes are people (majority of them) whom you see in movies and TV shows 

that promote nothing but what is against the teachings of the same religion which 

you’re a proud follower of. 

 

Doesn’t it feel odd that if I am saying proudly that I am a Muslim and never did I 

explored yet researched about what I believe in or forced to believe in either by 

customs or traditions?  A Muslim by definition is one who completely submits his will 

to the will of One God, sins do happen but saying something from mouth and having 

actions totally opposite isn’t a kind of guilt? 

 

This chapter is a reminder for all of us, first and foremost for me, everyone need to 

look at their own selves because death may come to you at any time and then being 

regretful at death bed is not a good and peaceful thing at all. My humble request to 

all of you including me is not to believe blindly what your cultures and forefathers 

have taught you about. Find the truth, before it’s too late. 

 

“Satan has overcome them and made them forget the remembrance of 
Allah. Those are the party of Satan. Unquestionably, the party of Satan – 

they will be the losers” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #58 (Surat Al-Mujadila: The Pleading Woman) Verse #19] 
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I think I read in a textbook, don’t remember in high school or college that  ‘Sultan 

Salahudin Ayubi, just on hearing a single call of an oppressed woman marched with 

an army towards Jerusalem and gave it back to its rightful owners after great victory’. 

 

Now I was wondering what if Saladin, like current Muslims ‘leaders’, ‘generals’ would 

have just said, ‘I condemn’ ,and that’s it then the whole story would have been 

different. 

 

Look at yourself, do you even ‘Deserve’ that title of a ‘Muslim’? What mistakes we did 

which lowered us from such high ranks to such a state where we are being 

‘oppressed’, ‘tortured’, ‘blamed’, ‘killed’ in almost every part of the world. 

 

All this is happening is because the link between us and Allah is weak, and we are 

not being punished like the previous nations who were wiped out from the face of 

globe, but we are indeed being punished in portions because of our collective 

behavior and that behavior can’t change without the individual effort. 

 

"Indeed, Allah will not change the condition of a people until they change 
what is in themselves" 

 

[Qur’an: Chapter #13 (Surat Ar-Ra'd: The Thunder) Verse #11] 

 
 

Are you waiting for death at your own house (God Forbids) to make you change for 

good? Or are you in doubt of your current religion? Or are you afraid that if you 

change, then what will the people say? Make one thing clear in mind that these 

people won’t be there for you on the Day of Judgment, it will be only you and your 

deeds that’s it! And just by saying ‘You believe’ and merely saying from mouth ‘I am a 

Muslim’ and not even spending a moment on even trying to study , practice the 

commands of your Creator. How will this be a wise and a good decision? 

 

Don’t just blindly believe in what your ancestors, friends, surroundings say about your 

religion. At least search for it,how you know whether Islam is the True religion or 

not? If you haven’t even searched for a single doubt and you are just doing what your 

forefathers do , then what is the difference between you and those ignorant people 

from past who used to do exactly what their forefathers did. 

 

I am not judging anyone, because I can’t tell or predict anyone’s link with their 

Creator and I maybe on the same scale or lower or high, Wallahu Alam (Allah knows 

best). But I am just pointing out the habits of the majority of the Muslim Ummah. 

 

We can watch 100+ episodes worth of a season, and consecutively watch 1 hour + 

long movies, while we only know 2 or 3 Surah at max of Qur’an out of 114 and not 
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even that, even uttering words like ‘Alhamdulillah’, ‘In Shaa Allah’, ‘Ma Shaa Allah’, 

‘Subhan Allah’. ‘Allahu Akbar’, ‘Astagfirullah’ is hard on us while we can spend our 

time gossiping, chattering, abusing /sarcasm as long as we want. 

 

My point may be so boring and it may be the just normal thing you hear from local 

imam, parents, grandparents all the time and you are just fed up, you just want to 

enjoy. Believe me, I wanted to enjoy too and I kind of did too , but that enjoy did no 

good for me and only led me far astray and also made me depress and it will also do 

it to you too , if not now then some time in future. If these things were to be worthy to 

do, we could actually doing these things instead of 5 times praying and remembering 

Allah. 
 

"And whoever turns away from My remembrance – indeed, he will have a 
depressed life, and We will gather him on the Day of Resurrection blind." 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #20 (Surat Ta Ha) Verse #124] 

 
 

You may be wondering why I am doing all this, well believe me Allah has ordered me 

and all of us Muslims through Qur’an: 

 

"And Remind, For Indeed the Reminder Benefits the Believer" 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #51 (Surat Adh-Dhariyat: The Winnowing Winds) Verse 
#55] 

 
“Ah! Who is more unjust than those who conceal the testimony they have 

from Allah? But Allah is not unmindful of what ye do!” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surat Al-Baqarah : The Cow) Verse #140] 

 
So, if you know something good and Authentic related to Islam, you have a duty to 

share it. But you have to practice it on yourself too first before preaching it. And 

believe me, Qur'an is not merely just stories from past, it’s a complete code of life 

and there is logic and reason behind every lesson and teaching of Qur’an and 

Authentic Hadiths. So first learn about Islam at your own pace, even sincere 10 

minutes a day would (In Shaa Allah, If Allah Wills) be enough. After learning and 

authenticating, implement the lesson/knowledge and then share it with your family, 

friends and to as many people as possible. 

 

Whatever I said above applies first and foremost to myself 
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My Personal Analysis:- 

From 1st grade till now (4th semester, when I wrote this chapter), approx. 14 years of 

education (ignoring pre-school and nursery) has passed and in this duration I 

have studied more than 80 books (average 5 subjects) out of which I had gone 

through more than 400 chapters (again taking 5 as average) and God knows out of 

these chapters how much I had memorized (and is still in my LTM: Long term 

memory). Bearing in mind that I am not an extra-ordinary student, I had my ups and 

down (which everyone does) but I always stood as an average student (no hard 

feelings, instead Alhamdulillah: Thanks to Allah for everything), sometimes more than 

average. 

 

My main focus is that in spite of how much I have studied till now, if I haven’t been 

able to read a book in which I was being discussed from start till end, every word 

being depicting a critical conversation between the reader and the one Who is the 

Author of that book. If I haven’t been able to memorize even a single part of that 

book, although I had memorized tons of texts from paragraph of those 400 chapters 

then am I not at lost? The one Book which contains all the information, all the secrets 

of life which can’t be gained by any other book not even science, culture or ancestry 

of any part of the world. The one Book whose Author is the One who created me, if I 

call that Book my manual (if humans are taken as machines, a really complex 

machine) then I won’t be wrong. The Author not only created me and those who are 

alike me, but Every Single Thing in the heavens above and on the earth and whatever 

is between them. 

  

I know how to read/write, I can even read the language of that Book like majority of 

the people of my country (Again Alhamdulillah) but Alas! Even if I can read, I can’t 

understand, because never gave a single thought towards it (honestly). But 

the amazing part is that The Author of that Amazing Book knows this! And He even 

says in His book that  

 

“And We have indeed made the Quran (The Name of THAT BOOK) easy to 
understand and remember, then is there any that will remember (or receive 

admonition)?” 
 

[Surah Al Qamar: The Moon 54:17] 

 
 

And another Amazing fact! That Author didn’t just said it in one place so that it might 

be ignored by the one who is not paying attention, But the same words are repeated 

in that BOOK for 4 TIMES in the SAME CHAPTER. [54:17] [54:22] [54:32] 

[54:40]. This indicates that the Book itself is easy (because the Author is saying that 

and He being the Creator knows me much more than I know myself). Currently I am 

20 years old , my memory is good as compared to the majority of people who are 
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older than me and it’s also commonly seen that memory decreases as you get older. 

So, what if I take the first step and start memorizing Qur’an (That Book) which Allah 

Almighty (Author and protector of Qur’an.) says it’s easy to remember and understand 

, I believe it has the power to change my and yours life once and for all. 

 

Basic facts about that Book (Holy Qur’an) :- 

# of Chapters: 114 (out of which the last 27 chapters are equal to my 2 or 3 chapters 

of almost any book even from school level considering the amount of text) 

 

# of Verses: 6236 approx. (still a lot less than # of sentences in a Book, keeping in 

mind that there are some tables of word which repeat so much in Qur’an that they 

make 80% of it Link:- emuslim.com,so if one memorizes and understands those, 80% 

of the Qur’an is already in your heart and mind [God Willing] ) 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to make (firstly myself) people realize the importance 

of Qur’an and the connection with that amazing Book which talks about 

you, everything you need to know about Life is written there. I know many of my 

friends from school memorized many chapters from Qur’an because it was part of 

our syllabus and I assume that like me everyone thinks he/she forgot that 

(but Another Amazing Fact! Give it a read and you will be amazed to see that you 

didn't forgot it completely and most of the part are still in your LTM). 

 

And those who know how to read Arabic, why are you ignoring such a beautiful 

gift? There are people around the world who are struggling to even read the Arabic of 

the first chapter of Qur’an! 

 

Don’t know from where to take the first step?  

 

First of all pray to the Author Qur'an, Your One and Only Creator for guidance and 

help because without the help of Allah, nothing can happen. 

 

Last part of the Qur’an is short mostly chapters consists of 4 to 5 verses, so start 

from the last part of Qur’an. Try to memorize the Arabic first (verse by verse, 2 verses 

at a time, your choice). Then practice that in your 5 daily prayers, when waking up 

from sleep, when driving/travelling to work or school, when reaching the destination, 

upon leaving the destination and before Sleeping. The best way to practice is that you 

share what you have learned with the members of your family (father, mother, 

sister/brother etc.) ask them to help you in it or you could study together and at night 

everyone recites what they memorized. Give task to each other with a deadline, and 

then take test of each other in memorization. 

 

Once the Arabic part is in your heart! It’s time for Understanding! Because without 

understanding the meaning, it doesn't have much effect on you and Qur'an is not just 

for reading, but it's a complete code of life. You have to understand the meaning of it 

and implement in your life so that you find peace and success by the mercy of Allah. 

So, now do the same thing (as above) but now memorize the Translation! (Either 

http://emuslim.com/
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whole verse or word by word although the latter one is more efficient). Once Both 

Arabic and Translation is done, you will feel amazement (don’t forget to thank Allah). 

Now in your prayer, if you’re praying behind imam and he recites the chapter which 

you now know! As he will be reciting Arabic portion the translation will be moving in 

your mind and that’s the most amazing feeling one can ever have! 

  

Similarly carry on doing the same technique with other chapters too! Take advantage 

of your memory it’s indeed a Blessing! In future you will greatly benefit from it 

spiritually, mentally and socially. 

 

After you have done memorizing a portion of Qur'an (e.g now you want to do revision 

and stop memorization for a while) so, now give some time to Tafsir (by Ibn Kathir or 

other renowned scholars of past), it contains explanation of the verses of Qur'an with 

context and references. As Qur'an was revealed in portions, and contains lessons 

from past even before 1400 years ago, so the context and history matters a lot when 

studying Qur'an and simple translation from Arabic to your language won't give the 

true explanation of the verses. So, spend some time studying Tafsir of Qur'an and you 

will be amazed by the wisdom it will give you by the help and mercy of Allah. (But 

please don't fell into trap of such tafsirs that promote wrong concepts and don't 

explain the right message of Islam. Always ask Allah for guidance towards right path) 

 

We don't own Islam, it's the religion of Allah, and we are its follower's .So we need to 

ask Allah alone for true guidance and for His help in learning, studying, memorizing 

His Great Book. 

 

That was my advice for you, if you like the message share it with your family and 

friends too.  

 

A whole world of wisdom is waiting for you! Take your first step!  

In Shaa Allah (If Allah Wills) 

 

Need Motivation?  

 

Watch this Series called “Traveler with Qur’an” (Season 1 and 2).  

 

Click on the Season to watch it on YouTube: - [Season 1] [Season 2]. 
 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7e5rFCTC2Y&list=PLw8F5Xyr8Gf49JvqfOKOQehrNsbIJg-RG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aLXEhSF9EE&list=PLw8F5Xyr8Gf6ZQB_BhRm_BuPDzEFQCmL2
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“O you who have believed, protect yourselves and your families from a Fire 
whose fuel is people and stones, over which are [appointed] angels, harsh 
and severe; they do not disobey Allah in what He commands them but do 

what they are commanded.” 
 

[Qur’an : Chapter #66 (Surat At-Tahrim: The Prohibition) Verse #6] 

 
 

Abu Hurairah (May Allah be pleased with him) reported:  
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said,  

“When a man dies, his deeds come to an end except for three things:  
Sadaqah Jariyah (ceaseless charity); 

a knowledge which is beneficial,  
or a virtuous descendant who prays for him (for the deceased).” 

 
(Muslim 1631, Book 25 , Hadith 20) 

 
 

If you have read all the previous chapters you know about finding the truth, and how 

to implement the truth in your life and that you have to start the positive change 

within yourself first and foremost and then preach the message of truth to your 

surroundings starting from your own home, then to friends, relatives and finally to 

general public. Everyone knows that the most important block in the building of a 

state is its youth, because it’s the youth that replaces the old. Newer generations 

replace older generations, so now our focus (being Muslims I.e. Those who submits 

their Will to The Will of Allah) is on our next generation. 

 

This chapter is all about advices to parents, for them to learn how to bring up their 

children (Next Generation). Firstly, parents should have clear basic concepts and 

should belong to the first category (mentioned in 2nd chapter “types of 

people”). They should know about which education should be prioritized.  
 

Remember, knowledge of science is important (worldly knowledge) but even if you or 

your children has a PhD in Physics or even have won a noble prize but is unaware of 

basic questions of where he came from? , Who is the Creator? Why was he created? 

And where he is going after this life, then if that “knowledgeable” person dies in this 

state then what did he achieved? Will he be going to ask about his PhD degree at the 

Day of Judgment? Or he will get some compensation because of his noble 

prize? Summary of this paragraph is that, parents should know about the priority of 

type of education that they are going to give to their children. 

 

From where I came from, the culture over there is that you’re a respectable human 

only if you’re an Engineer or a Doctor otherwise you’re humiliated in every walk of life. 

Reason for this? Monkey see, Monkey do culture. Parents seeing their nephews, or 

https://sunnah.com/muslim/25/20
https://sunnah.com/muslim/25/20
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friends children achieving so much in life (in terms of materialistic gains) so they 

conclude that if our child follows the same pattern he/she would also get so much in 

terms of materialistic gains and they can then boast their kids achievement in 

gatherings (e.g. my son scored this much marks, my daughter got admission in that 

institution, my child got settled abroad etc.). While forgetting the basic concept that 

the sustenance is in the hands of Allah alone, it’s only Allah who grants to whomever 

He wills and takes from someone how much He wills. Success is only in the hands of 

Allah alone, He gives success to whomever He wills and gives loss to whomever He 

wills. Allah does all of this to test who is a true believer. And Indeed! It’s a great test. 

I always ask my friends about how their family treats them, and majority of times I 

find depressing and sad answers. Children share their feelings with strangers outside 

home, because how bad their parents treat them or had treated them the first time 

they shared something wrong they did. It’s up to a parent that they either treat 

children like best friends so that they are comfortable in sharing anything to them or 

be like dictators and reacting on even small things (negative reactions) so that the 

children starts to fell depress and hide their thoughts from their own parents and 

share the thoughts/feelings with strangers and accept advice of the strangers over 

their own parents because the strangers listened to their feelings and thoughts at 

first place. So basically those “dictator” parents put their children life in the hands of 

strangers, and then if the strangers are bad they can mislead those children very 

easily. (Note, being a friend doesn’t mean you are lenient in everything, tell them 

where they are wrong but tell them in a way that doesn’t involve making them scared 

for life). 

 

Let me list down things you can do:- 

1. Implement Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths in your life and change the environment 

of your house to something that reflects a Muslim home. 

 

2. You should prioritize Qur’anic education on your children than the worldly 

knowledge. Make them understand and know the answers of basic questions like 

where they came from, who is the Creator, Why are they created. You should be the 

one to introduce your child towards truth, and show them ways how to evaluate 

something wrong or right on the basis of Qur’an. 

 

3. Your child should be able to understand/Read or even write Arabic, if not much 

then at least that much so that he/she can understand Qur’an and Authentic 

Hadiths. Other languages are also important, as they will enable your child to spread 

the message of truth to the world. 

 

4. Your child should be a Hafiz of the Qur’an and famous Authentic Hadiths, it’s easy 

and you should prioritize it above everything else, make your child understand the 

Qur’an along with memorizing it. 

 

5. Spend time with your child, and whatever you teach them about life and Qur’an, try 

to ask questions about it again and again so that they can’t forget it. If you haven’t 

memorized the Qur’an yet, then it’s a golden chance for you. Memorize the Qur’an 
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with your child, revise with your child if you are a Hafiz. Take test of the memory of 

your child at different times of the day , and award the child something like a gift on 

the basis of his/her achievements in learning about the wisdom/knowledge 

(encourage them always in every walk of life, never make them feel useless, always 

point out the good in them and their potential). (Memorizing Qur’an, Learning Arabic, 

and Authentic Hadiths etc.). 

 

6. You should be the one to introduce your child to Allah (Only one creator), don’t 

miss this chance. When you’re on trip, show your child nature and reason with your 

child through questions and answers that who made all of this, and that there is no 

error in any of the creation of Allah. 

 

7. Make your child linked with word of Allah alone, teach your child an important life 

lesson that they will be tested in life, so even if we (parents, family) are there with you 

or not, always take advice from Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths. Make Qur’an their best 

friend, and tell them that always take decision based on Qur’an, as everything is 

mortal except the Word of Allah. 

 

8. Tell them how much Allah loves them, tell them no matter how low/sad/depress 

they maybe in life there is always a door open to return to Allah and how Allah loves 

His servants returning to him. Tell them that if they have Allah by their side, they have 

to worry about nothing. Tell them if Allah wants to test you through good and the 

whole world wants to harm you , they will fail, and if Allah wants to test you through 

pain and the whole world wants to save you , they will fail. 

 

As beautifully stated in Qur’an:- 
 

“And if Allah should touch you with adversity, there is no remover of it 
except Him; and if He intends for you good, then there is no repeller of His 
bounty. He causes it to reach whom He wills of His servants. And He is the 

Forgiving, the Merciful” 
 

[Quran: Surah #10 (Surah Yunus) Verse #107] 

 
 

9. Make it a habit that everyone eats dinner together, prays together (in mosque), 

and you should be either learning/teaching new things about Islam/Wisdom daily or 

you should be revising the old topics about wisdom with your children. Each day a 

new Hadith, new Verse, or something new related to wisdom, either search and tell 

them or tell them to find one and tell everyone and then reward them with something 

good. 

 

10. Teach your kids about real success, teach them that real success is not in 

materialistic gains (or running after the world or being at the top) but the real success 

is in improving one’s character by following the footsteps of Holy Prophet Muhammad 

(Peace be upon him). 
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Important Note: All of this is an advice for me first and foremost and then to anyone 

else (remember practice what you preach). These are my thoughts and I am a Human 

and I am not perfect but Islam is. So if I made any mistake then it’s upon me only 

(advise me good), don’t judge Islam through my actions. 

 

In the end remember that even if you follow everything according to what is written, 

but still end up with a spoiled child then remember that, Allah is watching and He 

tests those whom He loves most. Stay Patient, you will be asked about your duty only 

and your duty is to advice good and forbid evil. 

 

Verses from Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths related to this topic:- 

 

Parenting as Duty– 
 

It has been narrated on the authority of Ibn ‘Umar that the Prophet (May peace 
be upon him) said: 

“Beware. Every one of you is a shepherd and everyone is answerable with 
regard to his flock. The Caliph is a shepherd over the people and shall be 
questioned about his subjects (as to how he conducted their affairs). A 

man is a guardian over the members of his family and shall be questioned 
about them (as to how he looked after their physical and moral well-being). 
A woman is a guardian over the household of her husband and his children 

and shall be questioned about them (as to how she managed the 
household and brought up the children). A slave is a guardian over the 
property of his master and shall be questioned about it (as to how he 

safeguarded his trust). Beware, every one of you is a guardian and every 
one of you shall be questioned with regard to his trust.” 

 
(Muslim 1829, Book 33 , Hadith 24) 

 
 

Advising Children– 

 

“And [mention, O Muhammad], when Luqman said to his son while he was 
instructing him, “O my son, do not associate [anything] with Allah. Indeed, 

association [with him] is great injustice.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #31 (Surat Luqman: Luqman) Verse #13] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://sunnah.com/muslim/33/24
https://sunnah.com/muslim/33/24
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“Worship Allah and associate nothing with Him, and to parents do good, 
and to relatives, orphans, the needy, the near neighbor, the neighbor 

farther away, the companion at your side, the traveler, and those whom 
your right hands possess. Indeed, Allah does not like those who are self-

deluding and boastful.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #4 (Surat An Nisa: The Women) Verse #36] 

 
 

Pray for good offspring– 

 

“At that, Zechariah called upon his Lord, saying, “My Lord, grant me from 
Yourself a good offspring. Indeed, You are the Hearer of supplication.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surat Al’i Imran: Family of Imran) Verse #38] 

 
 

Below are some amazing series, Traveler with Qur’an and Guided through Qur’an. 

Make a habit of watching it daily with whole family and then ask what they learned in 

that specific episode. (It’s in Arabic, but subtitles are in English)  

 

YouTube Channels from where I found these series: -  

[YouTube Channel : hagirelhadari] (Translated videos) 

 

[YouTube Channel: Fahad Al-Kandari] (Official Channel of these series, many videos 

are translated into English as well) 

 

 

Traveler with Qur'an 
 

[Season 1] 

 
 

[Season 2], 

 

 

 

Though all the videos from Guided through Qur’an are amazing but my favorite one is 

Story of Barbra from France. 

 

Link to the video: - [Story of Barbra from France]. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/user/hagirelhadari/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/fahadalkandari/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7e5rFCTC2Y&list=PLw8F5Xyr8Gf49JvqfOKOQehrNsbIJg-RG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aLXEhSF9EE&list=PLw8F5Xyr8Gf6ZQB_BhRm_BuPDzEFQCmL2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_-PzYSt_4c
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I was going to write these concepts as separate chapters but I think it’s better if I 

write them in a single chapter as they are linked with each other. 

 

Sole purpose of this book is to make us think and don’t blindly follow anything, as 

there’s a lot happening around us which we tend to ignore and it leads to corruption 

of ourselves and in result of society.  

 

Before starting the concept, I want to tell you that I don’t follow any sect at all or any 

scholar although I listen and read many but I prefer to “Read the book, not the 

author” and if I agree with the saying of a scholar on one topic doesn’t mean I follow 

that scholar in every topic because before that I first need to listen to his opinion on 

every topic and then to judge it according to Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths and also 

consulting with other scholars who have knowledge. In any time of my life I can’t say 

that I am always right, I don’t even know if my thoughts are right or wrong and I pray 

to Allah alone to guide me towards straight path and correct my thoughts because in 

the end, I don’t own Islam but it’s the religion of Allah which I am following so I need 

to spend more time learning it and I ask the readers of this book (whether you’re a 

scholar or not) to advise me if they find anything wrong in it , but please do advice 

with evidence and don’t worry you will never find me stubborn (In Shaa Allah) and I 

always stay away from arguments which lead to more negative than positive. 

 

I think we might all agree on this, that modern day scholars are not equal to those 

classic scholars of Islam and those classic scholars are not equal to the companions 

of the Prophet (May Allah be pleased with them all) , and the companions of the 

Prophet (May Allah be pleased with them all) are  not equal to the messengers and 

Prophets of Allah (Peace be upon them all) and Muhammad (Peace be upon him) is 

the leader of the Prophets (Peace be upon them all) and is a Human and Final 

Prophet of Allah and the Best of the Creation of Allah. 
 

 “They ask you, [O Muhammad], about the Hour: when is its arrival? In what 
[position] are you that you should mention it? To your Lord is its finality. 

You are only a warner for those who fear it.” 
 

 [Qur’an: Chapter #79(Surat An-Nazi’at : Those who drag forth) Verse#42-
45] 

 
  

There is a single connection between Allah and His servant, and if you put anything or 

anyone in between this connection it will be lost.  

 

“Never love anything or anyone, even closer to the love which Allah deserves” 
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We are commanded to follow the footsteps of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon 

him) and love him. And the only way to love him (peace be upon him) is to follow him, 

and make those things your favorite which were his (peace be upon him) favorite, 

spend time in those activities which Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) used 

to spend. 
 

“And obey Allah and the Messenger that you may obtain mercy.”  
 

  [Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse#132] 

 
 

It’s the love of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) that when you learn a 

Hadith from anywhere (social media, internet, books etc.), you try to find its 

authenticity and not blindly following and sharing it with others as it might be 

fabricated and will lead to so much negativity. (And if you can search for information 

related to your academics or interest in research papers, novels, books, internet, 

library etc. then surely you can also search for the authenticity of a particular Hadith 

too, it’s a matter of priority and interest so try to think about it). 
 

 “O you who have believed, if there comes to you a disobedient one with 
information, investigate, lest you harm a people out of ignorance and 

become, over what you have done, regretful.”  
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #49 (Surat Al-Hujurat : The Rooms) Verse#6] 

 
 

Spend your time in learning Hadiths, and after you find a Hadith to be authentic, 

you implement it in your daily life first and foremost and then share it with as many 

people as you can. 

 

“Practice what you preach”, as without practice – preaching has no value. 

 

It’s the love of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) that you learn (only from 

authentic source) how he used to live, spend his daily routine, his favorite 

supplications, his way of praying and then follow his ways according to your best 

effort with a pure intention and then spread the message of truth to as many people 

as you can. 
 

 “There has certainly been for you in the Messenger of Allah an excellent 
pattern for anyone whose hope is in Allah and the Last Day and [who] 

remembers Allah often.”  
 

  [Qur’an: Chapter #33 (Surat Al-Ahzab: The Combined Forces) Verse#21]   
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Anas Narrated, The Prophet (Peace be upon him) said “None of you will have 
faith till he loves me more than his father, his children and all mankind.” 

 
(Bukhari Book 2, Hadith 8) 

 
 

Don’t let your emotions or desires make you become dependent on Humans (either 

alive or dead) or raise their status to a level that is dangerous (e.g. leading to shirk), 

as they themselves are dependent upon Allah. Every creation of Allah is dependent 

upon Allah, so be dependent on Allah alone. Involve Allah in your conversations, ask 

only and only Allah for help and guidance. Remember that it’s only Allah who can 

guide you and help you. 

 

If Allah wants to test you through pain, even if the whole world tries to protect you 

from it, you will not be saved. 

If Allah wants to save you from harm, even if the whole world tries to harm you, you 

will not be harmed. 

 

As beautifully stated in Qur’an:- 
 

“And if Allah should touch you with adversity, there is no remover of it 
except Him; and if He intends for you good, then there is no repeller of His 
bounty. He causes it to reach whom He wills of His servants. And He is the 

Forgiving, the Merciful” 
 

[Quran: - Surah #10, Surah Yunus, Verse #107] 

 
 

You need to know that everything is mortal except Allah. Everything is going to die or 

cease to exist except Allah. So make your link with Allah strong and do what Allah 

commands you to do in Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths, and know that Allah is closer 

to you more than you are to yourself and Allah knows you more than you know 

yourself and don’t make links with Humans (alive or dead), materialistic things, 

nature etc. and asking help from these or raising their statuses to a level which is 

dangerous (e.g. could lead to shirk), they are dependent on Allah, so you should be 

too. 
 

Umar (May Allah be pleased with him) said: 
I heard Messenger of Allah (Peace be upon him) saying  

“If you all depend on Allah with due reliance, He would certainly give you 
provision as He gives it to birds who go forth hungry in the morning and 

return with full belly at dusk”. 
  

(At-Tirmidhi) 
 

https://sunnah.com/bukhari/2/8
https://sunnah.com/riyadussaliheen/1/79
https://sunnah.com/riyadussaliheen/1/79
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And Remember Islam is the religion of Allah, so try to follow the authentic version of 

it which was revealed 1400 years ago, and don’t be the source or part of additions 

and omissions in Islam which those people do who follow their evil desires and 

emotions, or blindly follow the ways of their forefathers and culture/majority and you 

should always speak the truth even if the whole world goes against you, because you 

know Allah will be with you and that’s more than enough. 
 

 ” And if you obey most of those upon the earth, they will mislead you from 
the way of Allah. They follow not except assumption, and they are not but 

falsifying. “ 
 

  [Qur’an: Chapter #6 (Surat Al-An’am: The Cattle) Verse#116] 

 
 

    “And when it is said to them, “Follow what Allah has revealed,” they say, 
“Rather, we will follow that which we found our fathers doing.” Even 

though their fathers understood nothing, nor were they guided?  
The example of those who disbelieve is like that of one who shouts at what 
hears nothing but calls and cries cattle or sheep – deaf, dumb and blind, so 

they do not understand.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surat Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse#170-171] 

 
 

  “They have taken their scholars and monks as lords besides Allah, and 
[also] the Messiah, the son of Mary. And they were not commanded except 

to worship one God; there is no deity except Him. Exalted is He above 
whatever they associate with Him. ”  

 
  [Qur’an: Chapter #9 (Surat At-Tawbah: The Repentance) Verse#31] 

 
 

  “O you who have believed, indeed many of the scholars and the monks 
devour the wealth of people unjustly and avert [them] from the way of 

Allah. And those who hoard gold and silver and spend it not in the way of 
Allah – give them tidings of a painful punishment.” 

 
  [Qur’an: Chapter #9 (Surat At-Tawbah : The Repentance) Verse#34] 

 
 

  “Indeed, those who have divided their religion and become sects – you, [O 
Muhammad], are not [associated] with them in anything. Their affair is only 

[left] to Allah; then He will inform them about what they used to do.” 
 

 [Qur’an: Chapter #6(Surat Al-An’am: The Cattle) Verse#159] 
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  “Those to whom hypocrites said, “Indeed, the people have gathered 
against you, so fear them.” But it [merely] increased them in faith, and they 

said, “Sufficient for us is Allah, and [He is] the best Disposer of affairs.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #3(Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse#173] 

 
 

“Abraham was neither a Jew nor a Christian, but he was one inclining 
toward truth, a Muslim [submitting to Allah]. And he was not of the 

polytheists.” 
 

 [Qur’an: Chapter #3(Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse#67] 

 
 

  “And hold firmly to the rope of Allah all together and do not become 
divided. And remember the favor of Allah upon you – when you were 

enemies and He brought your hearts together and you became, by His 
favor, brothers. And you were on the edge of a pit of the Fire, and He saved 
you from it. Thus does Allah make clear to you His verses that you may be 

guided” 
 

   [Qur’an: Chapter #3(Surat Ali-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse#103]   
 
 

In above text, I used some Arabic terms. Here’s the meaning of them:- 

 

: a collection of traditions containing sayings of the prophet Muhammad 

(Peace be upon him) which, with accounts of his daily practice (the Sunnah), 

constitute the major source of guidance for Muslims apart from the Qur’an. 
 

“He who obeys the Messenger has obeyed Allah; but those who turn away 
– We have not sent you over them as a guardian.” 

 
  [Qur’an: Chapter #4(Surat An-Nisa: The Women) Verse#80] 

 
 

 The deification (condition of being treated like a god) or worship of anyone 

or anything other than the One True Lord, Allah and Allah may forgive any sin if one 

dies in that state except for committing shirk. 
 

“Indeed, Allah does not forgive association with Him, but He forgives what 
is less than that for whom He wills. And he who associates others with 

Allah has certainly fabricated a tremendous sin.” 
  

 [Qur’an: Chapter #4(Surat An-Nisa : The Women) Verse#48] 
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One of the major reasons which lead me towards starting my own journey towards 

finding truth from scratch was observing and evaluating the ways of forefather, 

culture and majority. I didn’t liked them from start , how people used to follow each 

other blindly and making copies of each other and everywhere around me I used to 

see “Monkey see, Monkey do” culture. 

 

Either you’re a born Muslim or not, you need to reason your beliefs and don’t just be 

a Muslim because your father/mother was Muslim or be a Muslim just by name. Live 

up to that title. At least research whether the Islam you got from your forefathers, is 

in the right form or not. Learn about Allah , and His attributes so that you know about 

your Creator and then ask Allah alone for help and guidance towards straight path 

and start to observe your surroundings , evaluate everything you see and observe for 

right or wrong and even if you find it right for the time being , never ever say that 

you’re always right. Leave the door open for mistakes and always pray to Allah for 

guidance and wisdom that would bring you closer to Allah alone. 

 

Most of the problems are the reason of being arrogant/stubborn and following ways 

of majority and thinking that majority is always right although Qur’an itself rejects this 

concept. 
 

 “And if you obey most of those upon the earth, they will mislead you from 
the way of Allah. They follow not except assumption, and they are not but 

falsifying” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #6 (Surat Al-An’am: The Cattle) Verse#116] 

 
 

Children follow the example of parents, they try to follow what they find their parents 

doing no matter that deed is right or wrong. I have seen this a lot in the culture where 

I lived most of my life, parents hate and cut off with relatives/relations which Allah 

made although they should have known that it’s one of the major sins and leads to 

destruction for the person who does such an evil act and then children seeing their 

parents saying bad things about their relatives on their backs, they try to imitate their 

parents and their parents don’t stop them as they themselves are filled with ego and 

hatred so that hatred passes on generations leading to corruption in families and as 

a whole in society. 
 

  Narrated ‘Abdullah bin ‘Amr: 
The Prophet (Peace be upon him) said, “Al-Wasil is not the one who 

recompenses the good done to him by his relatives, but Al-Wasil is the one 
who keeps good relations with those relatives who had severed the bond of 

kinship with him.” 
(Bukhari 5991, Book 78, Hadith 22) 

https://sunnah.com/bukhari/78/22
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Narrated Jubair bin Mut’im: 

That he heard the Prophet (Peace be upon him) saying, “The person who 
severs the bond of kinship will not enter Paradise.” 

 
(Bukhari 5984, Book 78, Hadith 15) 

 
 

‘A’isha reported Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) as saying: 
“The tie of kinship is suspended to the Throne and says: He who unites me 

Allah would unite him and he who severed me Allah would sever him.” 
 

(Muslim 2555, Book 45, Hadith 19) 

 
 

A whole country hating other country and judging each individual of that country as 

corrupt and bad just because what happened in the past (wars, hatred between 

forefathers etc.), leaving no door open for “Everyone has potential towards good” and 

Allah guides whomever He wills and it’s possible that with your attitude Allah could 

disgrace you and grant that other person who you’re thinking as enemy, goodness 

and guide that person towards straight path. 

 

Muslims hating and swearing each other on social media, belonging to the 

“enemy”/opposite countries not even thinking for a second that whole Muslim 

Ummah is one nation under the flag of one religion Islam and saying such foul things 

about a Muslim brother/sister could lead to one’s disaster. 

 

In sports and entertainment, even Muslims are seen acting like animals and saying 

foul things about their own brothers/sisters just because their player didn’t scored 

that much or didn’t won more trophies than other player or their favorite fictional 

superhero couldn’t beat up the other superhero. 

 
“But those who break the covenant of Allah after contracting it and sever 

that which Allah has ordered to be joined and spread corruption on earth – 
for them is the curse, and they will have the worst home.” 

  
  [Qur’an: Chapter #13 (Surat Ar-Ra’d : The Thunder) Verse#25] 

 
 

In the end, you will be alone standing in front of Allah the one who created heavens, 

earth and what is in between them. There won’t be anyone there to help you except 

Allah alone, and you will be judged alone and neither your mother nor your father 

would be there for you and same goes for those sport players , celebrities , brothers , 

sisters, friends , scholars , saints , and those whom you follow and love. Every man 

for himself. 

https://sunnah.com/bukhari/78/15
https://sunnah.com/muslim/45/19
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So if neither of these could be helpful for you on the Day of Judgment and you’re on 

your own then why blindly follow them and waste this life as there won’t be coming 

back in this world. Try to start your journey towards finding truth and stop following 

the ways of forefathers, majority, and culture. Ask Allah for guidance and help and 

with a pure intention of finding that path that would bring you closer to Allah alone, 

because real success lies in that path only. 

 

“And the Day the wrongdoer will bite on his hands [in regret] he will say, 
“Oh, I wish I had taken with the Messenger a way. Oh, woe to me! I wish I 
had not taken that one as a friend. He led me away from the remembrance 

after it had come to me. And ever is Satan, to man, a deserter.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #25 (Surat Al-Furqan: The Criterion) Verse#27-29]   

 
   
 

  “On the Day a man will flee from his brother. And his mother and his 
father. And his wife and his children, for every man, that Day, will have 

enough to make him careless of others” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #80 (Surat Abasa: He Frowned) Verse#34-37] 

 
 

In 2016 Ramadan, I found a series called “Guided through Qur’an” in which reverts 

share their stories and journey towards finding truth. I haven’t found any better 

season than this one yet and it motivated me a lot in learning more about purpose of 

life and for me it has great importance as I learned about my priorities in life and 

what type of people I should be inspired by. These reverts left their past lives for the 

sake of Allah, when they were introduced with Qur’an they felt a connection which 

finally soften their hearts by the mercy of Allah. These people completely changed 

their lifestyles for the sake of Allah and left their old corrupted beliefs and ways of 

majority and forefathers and I think you should give this series a try and I believe and 

hope it will result in a positive change by the help of Allah. 

 

YouTube Channels from where I found this series: -  

[YouTube Channel : hagirelhadari] (Translated videos) 

 

[YouTube Channel: Fahad Al-Kandari] (Official Channel of these series, many videos 

are translated into English as well) 

 

Though all the videos from Guided through Qur’an are amazing but my favorite one is 

Story of Barbra from France. 

Link to the video: - [Story of Barbra from France]. 

and it taught me an important lesson that, “never miss an opportunity of conveying 

the message of truth”, you don’t know maybe your conveying could help someone in 

life and change their life towards positive by the help of Allah. 

https://www.youtube.com/user/hagirelhadari/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/fahadalkandari/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_-PzYSt_4c
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If the main goal of your life is to earn money, and a lot of it. Then what you can do is 

at least change the intention to positive one like “You will earn a lot of 

money (through halal/allowed means), but you will spend a lot of money too for the 

sake of Allah alone not only just obligatory Zakat but also charity and helping the 

Muslim organizations who are spreading the true message of Islam and those 

organizations who are feeding poor and orphans and those who are helping Muslims 

in need all over the world.” 

 

(Your good deeds are between you and the One who Created you, so don’t fall in the 

trap of boasting or showing off but do advice others of good and right ways as maybe 

Allah guide someone through your advice and you become a means of that). 

 

Country where I was born, we used to get some form of money on Eid by our parents, 

elders/relatives and overall the world majority of parents give pocket money to their 

children. So why not spend it for a great cause only for the sake and mercy of Allah? 

And the amount (out of what you get) you spend depends solely on you and how 

much you care about this, and Allah looks at intention so make it pure and clear. 

(This is just an example, I wrote this chapter in Ramadan and Eid was near so that’s 

why I wrote this example in that context, while this chapter is about the money which 

you have and a sincere advice to give charity for the mercy and sake of Allah 

regardless of your age). 

 

Now I will try to give you some examples of different organizations but you have 

to search on your own about the authenticity of them and whether you like to give 

them your donation or not but at least do check them and tell us in comments if you 

find wrong in them so that we could correct ourselves, also do share some other 

organizations and suggestions you have. 

 

(These examples are for online donation , but the purpose of this chapter is not to 

give online or offline and to which organization or not but the sole purpose is to think 

about giving charity for the sake and mercy of Allah alone and knowing its 

importance and need in current times). 

 

Share the wisdom and always advice good to each other. 

 

You can either give them like once, or make it monthly or yearly donation as well , so 

you have to only set your card once and I think it’s the best way as you don’t have to 

worry about going through the whole process of donation again. So you can set up 

your account for donation once and then automatically amount is withdrawn from it. 

(At least a 1$ per month is not that much, and you only have to care about depositing 

amount in your card which you already do if you use a card). You can contact any 

near bank, and get a card for yourself, it’s same as through which you can do online 

shopping. 
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“Those who spend their wealth [in Allah‘s way] by night and by day, 
secretly and publicly – they will have their reward with their Lord. And no 

fear will there be concerning them, nor will they grieve.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse#274] 

 
 

 “The example of those who spend their wealth in the way of Allah is like a 
seed [of grain] which grows seven spikes; in each spike is a hundred 

grains. And Allah multiplies [His reward] for whom He wills. And Allah is 
all-Encompassing and Knowing.”  

 
  [Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse#261] 

 
 

“And spend [in the way of Allah] from what We have provided you before 
death approaches one of you and he says, “My Lord, if only You would 

delay me for a brief term so I would give charity and be among the 
righteous.”  

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #63 (Al-Munafiqun: The Hypocrites) Verse#10] 

 
 

“O you who have believed, spend from that which We have provided for 
you before there comes a Day in which there is no exchange and no 
friendship and no intercession. And the disbelievers – they are the 

wrongdoers.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse#254] 

 
 

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) as saying: 
“Charity does not in any way decrease the wealth and the servant who 

forgives,  Allah adds to his respect, and the one who shows humility Allah 
elevates him in the estimation (of the people).” 

 
(Sahih Muslim 2588, Book 45, Hadith 90) 

 
 

 

(As we know there are many Islamic YouTube channels that spread the message of 

Islam, and also there are many who spread fabricated and wrong information. 

So look for those channels that are spreading the truth and also if you find it 

useful what they are spreading then firstly share it with as many people as 

https://sunnah.com/muslim/45/90
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possible on social media and live as well, so once you find those channels, some of 

them do need your help in terms of money as they hire different graphic designers, 

and speakers and use software that require money, so you can help them for the 

sake of Allah alone. But do research about the authenticity and material which they 

share before helping). 

 

Example #1: “Islamic Guidance” 

 

[YouTube Channel Link] 

 

(Contains amazing series , “Stories from Qur’an” , “Prophet Series” , “Companions 

Series”, “Hereafter Series” etc.) 

 

[Patreon Link] 

 

[GoFundme Link] 

 
 

Example #2: “TheMercifulServant” 
 

[YouTube Channel Link] 

 
(Contains thought provoking and eye opening videos , I gained so much wisdom and 

knowledge from this channel. In my first chapter the video I shared “Why am I here?” 

It’s from this channel.) 

[Patreon Link] 

 

[GoFundme Link] 

 
 

 

Example #1: “QuranProject” 
 

[Website Link] 

 

(The Qur’an Project (QP) is a non-profit Da’wah organisation that provides FREE 

English only translations (including detailed appendices) of the Qur’an to non-

Muslims worldwide. Alhamdulillah over 90,000 copies have been distributed 

worldwide since the organisation’s inception in 2010.) 

 

[JustGiving Link] 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/SoldierOfAllah2
https://www.patreon.com/IslamicGuidance
https://www.gofundme.com/islamic-guidance
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheMercifulServant/
https://www.patreon.com/mercifulservant
https://www.patreon.com/mercifulservant
https://www.gofundme.com/fund-mercifulservant-videos
https://www.gofundme.com/fund-mercifulservant-videos
http://quranproject.org/donations.php
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/quran-project
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Example #2: “MuslimCentral” 

 
[Website Link]  

 

(Compilation of Audio Lectures from different scholars) 

 
 

Example #3: “IslamicAid” 

 
[Website Link] 

 
 

Example #4: “Feeding Muslims in Sierra Leone” 

 
[Website Link]  

 

(John Fountain's Organization is feeding Muslims in Sierra Leone and I got the idea of 

writing this chapter after watching the above video on Facebook) 

 
 

Example #5: “Iera” 

 
[Website Link] 

 

(Dawah/Spreading Message of Islam across all continents) 

 
 

Example #6, “IslamCan” 
 

[Website Link]  

  

(Contains thought provoking articles about Islam, and it’s one the very first websites 

from which I started learning about Islam and I really loved the “Islamic Stories” 

section of this website).  

http://www.muslimcentral.com/donate/
https://www.islamicaid.com/
https://www.facebook.com/MrJohnFontain/videos/698817626976691
https://www.iera.org/
http://islamcan.com/please-donate.shtml
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Being a student myself, I am going to write my thoughts about education related 

to student’s perspective and I also want to be a teacher, so I will write about the 

observations I made through learning from so many teachers and what characteristic 

I think a teacher should have. 

 

A teacher should be encouraging and should treat his students on equal level without 

being biased  and should avoid favoritism as much as possible and give each student 

his/her due attention. A teacher’s aim should be higher than just making money and 

passing his 1/2 hour class time. He needs to be conscious about an important 

concept that maybe some students are fighting against stress and depression from 

home and surroundings and not to make their life more difficult than it’s 

already. A teacher should show his students a positive view of the world and life and 

give them reasons to move towards positive change. A teacher should not only teach 

the subject but also about the purpose of life and real success as real success is not 

in attaining materialistic things and being at the top of the world but true success is 

in finding the right path and knowing one’s Creator and getting to know the answers 

of “Where you came from?”, “Who Created you?”, “Why are you here?” and “Where 

are you going to go after this life?”. 

 

Remember, a single piece of good advice and word can change someone’s life 

towards positive and maybe that’s the only push they needed in their life to see a ray 

of Hope. 
 

“And let there be [arising] from you a nation inviting to [all that is] good, 
enjoining what is right and forbidding what is wrong, and those will be the 

successful.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #3 (Surah Al’i-Imran: Family of Imran) Verse#104] 

 
 

“The believing men and believing women are allies of one another. They 
enjoin what is right and forbid what is wrong and establish prayer and give 

zakah and obey Allah and His Messenger. Those – Allah will have mercy 
upon them. Indeed, Allah is Exalted in Might and Wise.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #9 (Surah At-Tawbah : The Repentance) Verse#71] 

 
 

For student’s perspective, all I have to say is that not be a blind follower of majority 

and focus on gaining beneficial knowledge instead of formal education where your 

only focus is to get a piece of paper (degree/certificate) and for that you’re going to 

do whatever it takes. With such thinking, you’re being a part of the race of being at 

the top of the world. Don’t be like that, but try to think that “Is it worth it?”, because 

in the end you’re going to die and leave all this behind and this world too is going to 
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end sooner or later. So why not try to change your goals and dreams towards your 

real purpose of life? (In this way, you do get to enjoy materialistic things too, but in an 

allowed limit and you also remain focused on your ultimate goal of life. So a win-win 

situation I think). 

 

Your goals and dreams should be linked with your ultimate purpose of life which is to 

worship Allah alone and spending time in doing those deeds which would make you 

closer to Allah alone. Think about how can you convert your skill into spreading the 

message of Islam for the sake and mercy of Allah alone. 

 

For example, you like to learn web development and want to make websites, so you 

learn it and try to use this skill in spreading the message of Islam by creating 

websites. (Same for app development). 

 

You like to learn languages, so make your intention like I will learn this language so 

that I can spread the message of Islam in it and try to translate amazing things you 

read about Islam in that language and share with native people. 

Main point is your intention to learn a specific skill or knowledge and the intention 

has so much importance in Islam. 

 

These were just simple examples, try to think how can you convert your skill into 

something beneficial for you in this world and hereafter as well by the mercy of Allah. 

 

Narrated Abu Hurayrah: 
The Prophet (Peace be upon him) said: “If anyone acquires knowledge that 

should be sought seeking the Face of Allah(Pleasure of Allah), but he 
acquires it only to get some worldly advantage, he will not experience the 

arf, i.e. the fragrance, of Paradise.” 
 

(Sunan Abi Dawud Hadith 3664 , Book 26, Hadith 24) 

 
 

Sahl b. Sa’d reported the prophet (Peace be upon him) as saying: 
“I swear on Allah, it will be better for you that Allah should give guidance to 

one man through your agency than that you should acquire the red ones 
among the camels.” 

 
(Sunan Abi Dawud Hadith 3661, Book 26, Hadith 21) 

 
 

Final and most important advice, stop looking/following the people who you think are 

successful just because they have money, power and status/fame. Ponder over the 

reality and look at those people whom your Creator says that they are successful, 

follow those people/personalities for the sake of Allah so that you may become the 

real successful person in this life and hereafter by the mercy of Allah. 

Your goals of this life will affect your ultimate goal/destination in Hereafter.  

https://sunnah.com/abudawud/26/24
https://sunnah.com/abudawud/26/21
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I have been asked these same questions whenever I meet any person (especially 

elders), “How is life going?”, “How are your studies going?” and I give them the same 

old and formal reply “Alhamdulillah”. 

 

But there was one man who asked me a different question for which I couldn’t give 

the formal reply, and the question itself was so unique that I had to stop for a 

moment before replying. Instead of asking me about my life, he asked,” How is your 

Imaan/Islam?” and I just gave him a straight reply “Not good”. Although I took some 

time to search for an answer but I don’t know it felt like something or someone else 

gave that answer for me but the most tragic part is that it was truth! 

 

I don’t think that person will see this status but he really helped me figure out my 

priorities and life goals.  

Now that I remember this, I pray that May Allah grant him goodness in this life and 

hereafter. Ameen. 
 

"So remember Me; I will remember you. And be grateful to Me and do not 
deny Me." 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surat Al-Mujadila: The Pleading Woman) Verse #152] 

 

 
 

"Those who have believed and whose hearts are assured by the 
remembrance of Allah. Unquestionably, by the remembrance of Allah 

hearts are assured." 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #13 (Surat Ar-Ra'd: The Thunder) Verse #28] 
 

 
 

"and the men who remember Allah often and the women who do so- for 
them Allah has prepared forgiveness and a great reward." 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #33 (Surat Al-Ahzab: The Combined Forces) Verse #35] 

 

 
 

“Satan has overcome them and made them forget the remembrance of 
Allah. Those are the party of Satan. Unquestionably, the party of Satan – 

they will be the losers.”  
 

 [Qur’an: Chapter #58 (Surat Al-Mujadila: The Pleading Woman) Verse #19] 
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“Beautified for those who disbelieve is the life of this world, and they 
ridicule those who believe. But those who fear Allah are above them on the 
Day of Resurrection. And Allah gives provision to whom He wills without 

account.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surat Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse #212] 

 
 

“The ones who prefer the worldly life over the Hereafter and avert [people] 
from the way of Allah, seeking to make it (seem) deviant. Those are in 

extreme error.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #14 (Surat Ibrahim: Abraham) Verse #3] 

 
 

As mentioned earlier in 2nd chapter (Types of people), there were 4 types of people I 

have seen till now out of which the 3rd category was of those people who use to 

neither accepts the truth nor rejects it directly but tend to ignore the truth, all they 

want is to stay away from topics involving finding truth or purpose of life. All they care 

is about materialistic world and the race of being at the top in any walk of life. Note 

that they can be Muslims too, but they don’t care at all as they got the 

religion/beliefs from their forefathers and they just go on with it without even thinking 

of authenticating that belief although you can see them “flourishing” in other walks of 

life (science , education , degrees, jobs). They just want to live their life by blindly 

following the footsteps of people around them, they create copies of 

themselves. Motto of their life is to get formal education, get a job, marry, have kids, 

teach kids the same old formal education, and then get the married, wait for death to 

come (most people on this stage, when they are old think about the purpose of life 

and truth, when they have no energy left). So the cycle goes on like this, generation 

by generation. These type of people (if Muslims) learn anything about Islam and take 

it truth without investigating it, they also take something from Qur’an which they find 

benefit to them while ignoring the other stuff which they might think is too deep for 

them or not looking profitable (although Islam is a complete package, either you take 

whole or leave whole. There is no picking in Islam, like you like something so you will 

pick it while if you don’t like something you will leave it). These types of people are 

often patriotic and strong believers of culture (even if they call themselves Muslims 

too), so in the end what happens that they mix culture with Islam and Islam is such 

that if anything you try to add in Islam to create a mixture, Islam is then gone from it. 

That’s the beauty of Islam! Either you take the true message of Islam as a whole that 

was revealed 1400 years ago or you’re basically just following the culture or norms of 

majority and your forefathers. (Because of seeing the majority of such people around 

me, I was completely lost and then Alhamdulillah (All praise belongs to Allah alone) 

Allah guided me and I cleared/cut off all of my beliefs which I was given through 

culture, forefathers and I started a new journey of finding the truth i.e. Purpose of life, 
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started from the basic questions that Is there a Creator?, Who Created me?, Why was 

I Created and What I have to do in this life? And where will I go after this life? 

 

In the above paragraph I have given a glimpse of people belonging to 3rd category 

(Those who ignore the truth), now first of all arguing with them will lead to 

nothing (most of the cases) they will give lame excuses to end the topic, or find ways 

to make them not look bad while also leaving the topic, they will also ridicule the 

belief/truth (some call them liberals) either directly or indirectly. Now what I have 

found after talking with many people like that(I don’t argue with anyone, if someone 

finds mistake in my thoughts I tell them to advise me through evidence and if I find 

the truth in it I change and correct myself  [In Shaa Allah] ). There is a pattern in their 

sayings and when they want to leave such topic or conversation or just want to simply 

ignore they will pull out the “Balancing card” that “In Islam, it’s mentioned to balance 

between this life and hereafter, Islam is not a strict religion, Every Muslim will be go 

to heaven eventually” they think learning about Islam/truth/purpose of life is equal 

to going in a jungle and cutting off with the world/humans. So I am writing this article 

to share my thoughts about that Balancing card, and what I think should be the right 

balancing between this life ( worldly knowledge) and hereafter (knowledge of finding 

truth). Note, I am a Human and I can make mistakes, so if you find any 

mistakes please advise me good so that I can correct it. Please don’t judge Islam 

through its followers, we are not perfect but Islam is. Learn about Islam from the 

Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths. 

 

Let’s assume there are two persons , Person A and Person B and for the context 

assume that both of these person call themselves Muslims, and for this example 

assume that both of Person A and Person B is doing bachelors in Computer Science ( 

you can replace computer science with any type of education you can think of). 

 

Now let me introduce Person A:– 

 

Person A belongs to 3rd category, he learned Islam through his forefathers and 

surroundings and didn’t even think about whether the Islam he was getting was in 

right form or not. Keep in mind that the Person A may prays, maybe even did Hajj but 

does all of so in a way he got it from forefathers, he does all of the actions in the way 

he was taught by his surrounding and he didn’t wanted to learn the right way or even 

find the actions which he thought to be religious and a part of Islam, are they even in 

Islam or not. He simply does all of this so that he may be liked by others, but deep 

down he doesn’t want to do anything like this, he is a Muslim only because the 

people around him are (or he has a Muslim name), he is doing what the majority of 

people around him are doing. He doesn’t want to contemplate or ponder over finding 

truth, he wants to be a sheep following the herd without knowing that the herd itself 

is right or wrong. He likes to compete in the worldly things , he wants to be the best in 

studies so that his parents could be proud of him and they could announce his 

achievements with their relatives , neighbors and make them jealous (directly or 

indirectly). He just wants to complete his degree with best grades possible so that he 

could land a job that pays well and earn a large amount of money (that’s his goal 
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basically) and basically enjoy the life overall (cars, video games/entertainment, 

travelling, money, boasting is all that he is told to do if he gets a good job). His 

purpose of life is to get good grades (whatever he learns in terms of skills /computer 

science, he wants to use it for worldly things that could get him famous and earn him 

money), land a great job, earn a lot of money, marry a beautiful/rich woman with 

status, have kids and teach them the same purpose of life that he used to have and 

the cycle goes on. 

 

Whereas Person B belongs to 1st category (Those who surrenders before truth, after 

properly analyzing/authenticating it), either he was a born Muslim or a 

revert/convert, he stopped blindly following the ways of his forefathers and fellow 

countrymen. He started to find the real purpose of life i.e. he knows that Allah 

created him for the only purpose that he has to worship Allah alone in every walk of 

his life, no matter what he is doing, no matter what type of education he is getting, he 

always thinks how to convert it to his purpose of life. For example, being a computer 

science student. Whatever he learns in it, he tries to use it for the purpose of 

spreading the true message of Allah (that’s his sole duty), if he is sitting in a 

gathering he will try to link the conversation towards his purpose of life, if he has kids 

he will teach them about the real purpose of life and real success, he will leave 

something (hobby or job) if it affects his connection with Allah. He loves no one more 

than Allah, his has trust and hope in Allah alone. He is not after the dunya/world, he 

doesn’t want to be a part of race of being at the top (competition). He wants to live a 

simple life (as a stranger rests during his journey, this dunya/world is not the 

destination but just a resting place. Destination is after this life , so the one who is 

wise will try to prioritize what he wants , enjoyment in the resting place (dunya) which 

will end soon or enjoyment in destination which will last for eternity) , he wants to 

focus on things that matter the most that is how can he use what he learn for the 

purpose of spreading the message of Allah only for the sake of Allah , he focuses on 

how much he knows about Qur’an (word of Allah) , he tries to learn more about his 

purpose of life rather than spending time learning more about the competition in 

worldly increase. He just want to improve himself each day towards good in 

character, and he knows that he has to take advice and decisions based on the 

knowledge from Qur’an and Authentic Hadiths and not by blindly following 

others/majority. He is not patriotic , or a believer of culture, his only identity is that he 

is a Muslim and he doesn’t want love of anything or anyone exceed or even come 

close to the love of Allah. 

 

Another example we can take is that now Person A and B are learning a new 

language, but Person A wants to learn it so that he could get a job over there, mold 

himself in their culture and traditions, or maybe even get a wife from that culture, he 

either wants to settle there or wants to earn a lot of money. 

 

But Person B, even he wants to go there to settle but that’s not what he has 

prioritized. His priority is that after he can learn a new language, he can convey the 

message of truth in that language to those who understand that language. You can 
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see that whatever Person B does, he tries to link it to his ultimate purpose of life / his 

duty which is to spread the message of truth only for the sake of Allah. 

 

See that Person B is also living life , he has a job too , he earns too , he sits between 

people too , he laughs too , he crack a joke or two too, but his life is surrounded by 

his purpose which is to become closer to Allah by the help of Allah. His main aim is to 

convey the truth he found to others, without any reward from anyone except Allah, he 

cares for humans and he wants to convey the truth to them but he knows one thing 

that his job is only to convey and it’s Allah alone who guides whomever He 

Wills, being a Muslim his job is to enjoin good and forbid evil. 

 

Now see that Person A’s live is surrounded by money, fame, enjoyment of worldly life, 

All he cares about is to live, enjoy and die. (#you Only Live Once, give it a break, chill 

don’t think much about purpose, just live, go with the flow). 

 

Now an amazing view at this, in this life Person A could be at the top and 

many people would be inspired by him because they themselves have the same 

purpose of life, and Person B could be at the bottom and many people would 

despise/dislike him because of his status and condition. But only those who belong 

to 1st category in the types of people would really see the beauty in the life of Person 

B and would love to have Person B in their company, they know that the true success 

is in the life which is surrounded by the goal of worshiping Allah alone and that it’s 

Allah who grants success to anyone He Wills and loss to anyone He wills in terms of 

worldly gains, and Allah does all of this to test who is a true believer. Because many 

people tend to forget Allah once they have what they used to pray for. Indeed Man is 

ungrateful. 

 

Remember this: 

Islam is going to win with or without you, but without Islam you will lose. 
 

Below are the verses from Holy Qur’an regarding this topic:- 
 

“These are the people who buy the life of this world at the price of the 
Hereafter: their penalty shall not be lightened nor shall they be helped.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #2 (Surat Al-Baqarah: The Cow) Verse #86] 

 
 

“O mankind, fear your Lord and fear a Day when no father will avail his son, 
nor will a son avail his father at all. Indeed, the promise of Allah is truth, so 
let not the worldly life delude you and be not deceived about Allah by the 

Deceiver.” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #31 (Surat Luqman: Luqman) Verse #33] 
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“But you prefer the worldly life, while the Hereafter is better and more 
enduring.” 

 
  [Qur’an: Chapter #87 (Surat Al-Ala: The Most High) Verse #16 – 17] 

 
 

“So turn away from whoever turns his back on Our message and desires 
not except the worldly life.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #53 (Surat An-Najm: The Stars) Verse #29] 

 
 

“Whoever desires the harvest of the Hereafter – We increase for him in his 
harvest. And whoever desires the harvest of this world – We give him 

thereof, but there is not for him in the Hereafter any share.”  
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #42 (Surat Ash-Shuraa: The Consultation) Verse #20] 

 
 

“So whatever thing you have been given – it is but [for] enjoyment of the 
worldly life. But what is with Allah is better and more lasting for those who 
have believed and upon their Lord rely” 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #42 (Surat Ash-Shuraa: The Consultation) Verse #36] 

 
 

“O my people, this worldly life is only [temporary] enjoyment, and indeed, 
the Hereafter – that is the home of [permanent] settlement.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #40 (Surat Ghafir: The Forgiver) Verse #39] 

 
 

“That is because they preferred the worldly life over the Hereafter and that 
Allah does not guide the disbelieving people.” 

  
[Qur’an: Chapter #16 (Surat An-Nahl: The Bee) Verse #107] 
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This one is my favorite chapter of this book, and whatever I am going to write in it is 

first and foremost a reminder for myself and it’s my sincerest and best advice to you, 

fellow Humans. 

 

Out of all YouTube videos, I have watched till now, my favorite one is this  

[Recitation of Surat An-Naziat by Muhammad Al-Kurdi]. 

 

So, while I was watching this video and thinking about the verses of Surat An-Naziat 

(Chapter #79) a thought came up in my mind. 

 

I want you to open your heart and mind before reading this and read it with sincerity 

please. So without further ado. 

 
 

“Has there reached you the story of Moses? – When his Lord called to him 
in the sacred valley of Tuwa,”Go to Pharaoh. Indeed, he has transgressed. 
And say to him, ‘would you [be willing to] purify yourself. And he showed 

him the greatest sign, But Pharaoh denied and disobeyed.” 
 

 ” Then he turned his back, striving hard (against Allah). Then he gathered 
his people and cried aloud, Saying: “I am your lord, most high”, So Allah 

seized him in exemplary punishment for the last and the first 
[transgression].Indeed in that is a warning for whoever would fear [ Allah 
].Are you a more difficult creation or is the heaven? Allah constructed it.” 

 
[Qur’an: Chapter #79 (Surat An-Naz’iat: Those who drag forth) Verse#15-21 

and #16-27] 

 
 

Firaun (Pharoah) is the worst human ever existed on the face of earth because of 

what he used to say and do. But still Allah is giving that worst human a chance to 

repent and come back by sending Prophet Musa (Peace be upon him) towards him 

with signs and miracles. 

 

Now look at us humans (/Muslims) of nowadays, how we judge each other and hate 

each other so much that we don’t even want to give someone a second 

chance and lose all hope in that person while forgetting that Allah is the Lord of both 

of you and you should be praying for the guidance of that person rather than increase 

in your hatred and making it difficult on your own self. If someone treats you wrong, is 

it necessary to treat them in the same wrong manner but it’s seen that we try to 

return the wrong with more wrong. Have we forget the example of The Teacher of 

Teachers, Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him)? Be Humble and kind, and have 

you forgotten this Authentic Hadith? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNYjbAUJG2Q
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“Allah will not be merciful to those who are not merciful to mankind.” 

 
(Bukhari 7376, Book 97 Hadith 6) 

 
 

Another thought that came in my mind after reading above verses was that, Allah 

gives chances to everyone to repent and come back in the obedience of Him alone. If 
Allah can give a chance to the worst Human ever created, just think how many 

chances Allah give us in our daily life to come back in obedience of Him? Each day 

we get signs around us that tell us to leave the path of wrong and follow the path of 

right and repent to Allah and return back to Allah.  

 

But look at this, we get so many signs each day to return back to Allah, but we don’t 

know which one is the last sign and there won’t be any signs after that. Maybe this 

one is the last chance, this Ramadan is the last one. Are we still going to ignore and 

just pass the time till the death reaches our throat and then it would be too 

late. Once you have seen the Angel of Death, what’s left then? 

 

Think wisely and act accordingly. 

 

Your Allah loves you so much, and He is anxiously waiting for you to repent and come 

back to Him. Don’t believe me?  

 

Then Look at this Authentic Hadith, and ponder over it and open your heart and mind 

for it:- 
 

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) as saying: 
Allah, the Exalted and Glorious, said:  

"I live in the thought of My servant and I am with him as he remembers Me. 
(The Holy Prophet) further said: By Allah, Allah is more pleased with the 
repentance of His servant than what one of you would do on finding the 

lost camel in the waterless desert. When he draws near Me by the span of 
his hand. I draw near him by the length of a cubit and when he draws near 
Me by the length of a cubit. I draw near him by the length of a fathom and 

when he draws near Me walking I draw close to him hurriedly." 
 

(Muslim 2675, Book 50 Hadith 1) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://sunnah.com/bukhari/97/6
https://sunnah.com/muslim/50/1
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Another Authentic Hadith for you heart and soul:- 
 

Anas (May Allah be pleased with him) reported: 
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, “ 

Allah, the Exalted, has said:  
‘O son of adam, I forgive you as long as you pray to Me and hope for My 

forgiveness, whatever sins you have committed. O son of ‘Adam, I do not 
care if your sins reach the height of the heaven, then you ask for my 

forgiveness, I would forgive you. O son of ‘Adam, if you come to Me with an 
earth load of sins, and meet Me associating nothing to Me, I would match it 

with an earth load of forgiveness.”‘ 
 

(At-Tirmidhi) 

 
 

Allah is waiting for you to come back to Him in repentance, would you like Him to wait 

more? And what more you need to make you return back to Him. He is your Creator, 

Your Rabb, so come back to Him in repentance and you will find Him oft-forgiving and 

if you have Him by your side, there is no worry left. 

 

 
"And he who repents and does righteousness does indeed turn to Allah 
with [accepted] repentance" 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #25 (Surat Al-Furqan: The Criterion) Verse#71] 

 

But do remember once you have read this, you know that the message has been 

conveyed to you and you will be asked about it too at the day of Judgment when you 

will be standing alone in front of Allah, you can't say at the day of Judgment that no 

one told me about this or I wasn't informed about this. So don't miss the chance or 

delay it, as it could be the last chance you have. Don't count the chances but avail 

the opportunity you have right now. Repent and come back in obedience to Allah , the 

One Who Created you , Who takes Care of you whether you believe or not , whether 

you obey or not. He is always there for you, without His command and mercy, you're 

nothing. 

Allah is All Seeing and All Hearing. 

Choice is yours as you have been given a "Free Will", but don't even think for a 

second that you won't be asked about decisions and choices you made in this 

temporary world/life. 

Think Wisely and Act Accordingly. 

 

https://sunnah.com/riyadussaliheen/1/442
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At the time of writing this chapter and book in 2017, I was 22 years old and I started 

my journey towards finding purpose of life in 2014. In this chapter I will try to share 

my story with you, and the only purpose of sharing it is because it might end up being 

helpful to someone in their journey, as I also got motivation in continuing my journey 

by listening to someone else’s story of finding truth. So I believe we should never 

miss an opportunity to convey the message, because any good word or advice could 

have a positive result in someone’s life. 

 

It may be the last chapter of this book (in order), but as life moves on and only by the 

help of Allah more chapters will be added in this book. English is not my native 

language and I tried to write this book in as simple way as possible and it contains 

my observations and thoughts about life, world and purpose of life and I am in no 

way a scholar or philosopher neither I want to be, my purpose of writing this book 

was to convey the message (my duty as a “Muslim”) and share my thoughts with as 

many people as possible for the sake and mercy of Allah alone and there can be 

many errors in my thoughts and this book, so I always pray to Allah to guide me 

towards right path and if you have evidence against any thought which I wrote, 

please share it with me so that I could correct myself and also the readers of this 

book. And don’t worry you will never find me stubborn and I always try to stay away 

from arguments (that lead to more negative than positive), In Shaa Allah. 

 

If you have read my previous chapters carefully there is one common thing in them, 

“Don’t blindly follow the ways of majority/forefather/culture” and always try to reason 

your beliefs and thoughts as they can be wrong too and always pray to Your Creator 

for guidance towards right path and true knowledge. 

 

I was born as a Muslim in a “Muslim” country (where majority of population are 

Muslims), but unfortunately the Islam which I got from culture and forefathers was in 

no way near to the real Islam of 1400 years ago, it was mixed with culture, desires 

and traditions. People were calling themselves Muslims but acting opposite ways and 

following other cultures blindly. Bear in mind that national language of my country 

was not Arabic, majority could read Qur’an but unable to understand it. They used to 

take from Qur’an whatever they found useful and benefiting to them (either in worldly 

increase or winning arguments) but they tend to ignore other parts of Qur’an which 

they thought that it will make them change their evil and corrupt ways. They used to 

treat Islam as it’s just normal thing like every Human has a name so every Human 

also has a religion, nothing special. (I have written many things about this in the 

chapter “Advice to those who believe! Part 6 (Wrong Ways)”). Even in education 

sector, Islam was taught in a way which was disrespectful, students were left no 

option but to cram what was written in the book (without any pondering or 

understanding). Although it was a core subject yet it was treated in a way that 

students used to only study it just to pass the course. 
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I saw humans loving other Humans or materialistic things so much so that in their 

conversations they talk less about Allah but more about creation of Allah, asking help 

from them instead it’s the Allah who should have been loved more than that and it’s 

only Allah who can grant help. He has control over everything. I saw Humans 

worshiping other Humans (in consciousness and even in extreme emotions), 

although Allah is the one Who created them and everything else and those who they 

loved more than Allah and they forget that only Allah is worthy to be worshiped. 

 

I saw humans judging other humans based on cast, creed, status and people were 

divided into sects and then sects were divided into sub-sects. This was the first thing 

which came in my mind to stop following these sects and division, because each sect 

said it was the right one and even used to abuse other sect people. Each sect making 

their own place of worships, making their own rules, hating on other humans 

and never leaving the door open for “Everyone has potential towards good”. 

 

When I saw all of these things around me, I lost interest in the religion which I was 

introduced through culture, forefathers. Then I got the thinking that why would I 

follow something just because my forefather or culture follows, and why should I pray 

or ask from God if I don’t even know He exists or not. I had a feeling that Allah 

existed, but because of so much corruptness in my surroundings I started to question 

such things to myself “Where I came from?”, “Is there a Creator?”, “Why am I here?”, 

“Is there a purpose of life?”, “What is after this life?” 

  

I also studied different religions, I searched mostly about Concept of God in Major 

Religions and also concept of afterlife in them, and one important thing I learned 

while studying different religions that there are different ways of studying a religion. 

Some study it by seeing those who follow it while some study it because it has 

historical importance. While the best way is to let the religion explain itself through its 

main book or revelation “Self Statement”. Same advice I give to Non-Muslims that 

Muslims may fall short of following the Qur’an in the right way, so don’t judge Islam 

by looking at those who are following it, we are not perfect but Islam and Qur’an is 

perfect and free from errors so read it, understand it, ponder over the signs in it and 

ask your One and True Creator for guidance only. 

 

I am a student of science and my major was computer science and also I used to 

love Astronomy a lot and also was amazed at how nature follows laws and pattern 

and everything is in order. So, Allah led me towards pondering and thinking about 

nature. I was then introduced with a topic called “Science and Islam” and I was 

shocked to see the scientific miracles in Qur’an, I was shocked at how can a 1400 

year old book stating perfectly the things related to science which were discovered 

recently. 

 

(Don't worry, next and final chapter of this book will contain all of the amazing 

material I gathered during my journey i.e. Books, Videos, Links). 
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So now coming back to the events that happened in my life which I think are linked to 

me starting my journey, my mother died in 2011 and I was the only child but (All 

praise belongs to Allah alone) it didn’t led me towards depression or stress, Allah 

helped me during that phase and amazingly it didn’t had much effect on my life too 

(psychologically/emotionally). Allah granted me patience, and taught me one 

important concept that “Everything is mortal except Allah, everything is going to die 

except Allah”. (All praise belongs to Allah in every case/situation).  

 

Always look at the brighter and positive side, if Allah takes something from you and 

you show patience He will grant you something far better than that (either in World or 

save it for you in the Hereafter). So, there are so many virtues of being Patient. 

 

And amazingly Allah already told us in Qur’an that He will test us through different 

ways, loss of wealth and soul and then also gave solution of what to do in case 

something like that happens. 

 

I keep this video [Video Link] and verses close to me, and they never fail to comfort 

me in times of need by the mercy and help of Allah alone. 

 

 “O you who have believed, seek help through patience and prayer. Indeed, 
Allah is with the patient.  

 
And do not say about those who are killed in the way of Allah, “They are 

dead.” Rather, they are alive, but you perceive [it] not.  
 

And We will surely test you with something of fear and hunger and a loss 
of wealth and lives and fruits, but give good tidings to the patient,  

Who, when disaster strikes them, say, “Indeed we belong to Allah, and 
indeed to Him we will return.”  

 
Those are the ones upon whom are blessings from their Lord and mercy. 

And it is those who are the [rightly] guided. “ 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #2: Surah Al-Baqarah (The Cow) Verse # 153-157] 

 
 

As you know a journey passes way easily if you have some companions with you or 

some kind of motivation to keep you moving forward. 

 

I thank Allah alone for letting me meet some amazing humans from different parts of 

the world who motivated me in my journey and are still encouraging me in writing 

more and spending more time in this cause by the help of Allah.  

 

I didn’t wanted people to know about me at first but I also wanted some kind of 

online journal or diary where I could share authentic things I gather in my journey and 

it will become a kind of collection in the end, so I started with Facebook but I didn’t 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz3WhgwcFlY
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wanted people to know about me so I created a Facebook page (Islam Practice N 

Preach, with a tagline of “Practice what you Preach” why this name PNP? because 

Practice always comes before Preaching and without Practice there is no purpose of 

preaching ). I used to share what I learn in my journey on that page, with all the 

references and links from where I learned it from. I was conscious about spreading 

the right knowledge, not the false one (as it is seen on many pages and groups on 

social media/internet, people spreading fabricated and false information without 

giving any evidence or reference). 

 

(I had to expose myself after some while because the message was not being spread 

like it should have been, but only Allah knows about my intention behind this and it’s 

only Allah whom I am doing it for, I don’t need anyone’s praise nor I need fame or 

money from any of the work I do in this cause. But I do want to see as many people 

as possible being a part of this whole greater cause of spreading the true message of 

Islam for the sake and mercy of Allah). 

 

After Facebook page, a friend helped me in setting up a website (Islampnp.com) 

which contains my collection/material which I gathered during my journey including 

this book for online reading. 

 

Remember the chapter, “A Strange Question?” well he was my teacher in university 

and the only one in 16 years of education who talked about purpose of life and he 

shared his story towards finding truth which inspired me a lot and made me 

motivated more in continuing learning more about the purpose of life. He was born 

and raised in Europe, and he said that he had everything which majority desires 

(money, fame, status, degrees) but then he said that he went to a city where he saw 

some people who weren’t impressed with anything he has to tell them about worldly 

things, and he was amazed by them and he saw peace and satisfaction in them 

which he lacked (although he had everything which majority of people desire in this 

world). Those people were Muslims, so he said I learned about Islam and this way I 

found this beautiful path of truth. 

 

Wanna know something shocking? 

 

I used to write these thoughts on my Facebook profile, but in 2017 I compiled them 

in a form of book on Wattpad [My Book on Wattpad], and do you know who motivated 

and encouraged me to start writing a book on Wattpad about life, world and purpose 

of life?  

 

A 16 year old Non-Muslim. 

  

And the love for Creator that Human possessed, it really shocked me and I was 

amazed. Allah granted wisdom to that human. That human converted skills/talent of 

Writing poems and drawing into praising and inviting towards One and Only Creator. 

  

http://islampnp.com/
https://www.wattpad.com/story/101001157-my-personal-observations
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(May Allah guide that Human towards right path and grant goodness and success in 

this world and hereafter. Ameen) 

 

Let me share some of the work of that Human which I was amazed and shocked to 

see, and I believe after seeing them you will also say that “no way, that Human has to 

be a Muslim.” I hope and believe too, don’t know what’s going on between Allah and 

His servants and Allah knows who is guided or not and it’s only Allah who guides 

Whomever He Wills. 

 

(I got the permission to share the poem and some of the calligraphy, I really want the 

world to see that Wisdom is not linked with age, and you should never judge 

anyone. You don’t even know what’s the position of that Human before Allah and you 

may not even reach such position in your entire life. ) 

 
 

 

True Love is not done in Nature, 

Nor it happens with Creatures. 

True Love is not something physical, 

Believe me it is an emotion critical. 

No one knows the True meaning or True Love, 

O’ Human the True Love can only be with True Lord. 

Beg Him! 

Ask Him! 

Love Him! 

Beg Him to tell you the right path! 

Love Him to walk upon that path. 

We today Love Him only to satisfy our material needs, 

But always ignore what from us He needs! 

We ‘demand’ from Him what we want in this Mortal realm …. 

But O’ Human these will not use in other realm! 
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O’ Human True Lord is too Merciful,  

Beg before Him and give yourself to Him serviceful. 

Even at the time of worries don’t grey but say,” O’ True Lord! To you we belong, to you 

shall we return.” 

This called the True Love, O’ Human  

Not the Love with Physical and Mortal Humans. 

Now you understand O’ Human? 

The people will always  

Hurt You,  

Taunt you,  

Betray you,  

Kick you! 

But the True Lord had and always Love you! 

Though He will test you with hunger, 

Though He will test you with Poverty, 

Though He will test you with Loss, 

But believe me he will always be there for you, 

He will be there to help you out, 

Because He loves you O’ Human! 

Because He loves you O’ Human! 

This is Actual and The Purest Love! 

This is what to be called True Love! 

The True Love doesn’t lie in love birds’ nest. 

The True love can never lie in the 

Impure money Lust desires. 

“The True Love is a great feeling” They say, 
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“That’s why it’s not found in mortal realm” I say 

The True Love is love of Soul,  

Love of Soul with its Creator. 

Love of Soul with HIS Nature,  

Love of Soul with HIS Nature! 

 

 

 

 

I don’t deny, that the nature is beautiful, 

Believe me for that I am grateful. 

I don’t deny, that the sky is huge, 

But there is someone more huge. 

I don’t deny that human creatures are beautiful, 

But their deeds are not to be called beautiful. 

I don’t deny, that we have all virtues today, 

But we don’t have most virtuous thing today. 

I don’t deny that the things are earned with hardships, 

But there are some things which we earn without hardships. 

I don’t deny the largeness of oceans, 

But there is someone larger than oceans. 

This someone is none other than 

The GREAT LORD CREATOR. 

Who created the sky huge 

Who created the oceans large, 
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Who created this beautiful world 

Who created all these virtues. 

Who created you O’ HUMAN 

Without taking anything from you. 

The only thing today lacking is, 

The awakening in you, 

The realization in you. 

Open your blind eyes, 

Which are veiled with desires by Satan. 

You are forgetting HIM, Who kept you strengthened, 

And following the person who want you weakened……. 

I don’t deny it’s too late today, 

But believe me O’ Human, Almighty is merciful on you even today. 

Only listen to the inner voice, 

who always speak the truth, 

Don’t listen to the Satan’s voice, 

who has never spoke the truth, 

Who has never spoke the truth……… 

 

 

Now I am going to share some of the calligraphy work of that human:- 
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I thank Allah for making me meet a human from Turkey, and not only that human 

translated my book in Turkish language (you will find the link to download in next 

chapter), but also motivated me so much in writing more and more and that Human 

is always excited and curious of what I am going to write in upcoming chapter and I 

got most of my motivation from that human and also I learned a very important 

concept of “Staying focused on the purpose of life”.  

 

I thank Allah for making me meet two Humans from Egypt and Malaysia, who taught 

me an important concept of unity and brotherhood in Islam, and it felt like I was 

talking to a sibling although we haven’t met in real life and the Egyptian one was not 

only a great companion but also was my teacher and helped me a lot in learning and 

memorizing the word of Allah i.e. Qur’an. 

 

A 19 year old from Yemen, taught me a lesson of life which was simple yet amazing. 

 

“How to be happy in life?” 

 

You only need to do two things:- 

 

1. Smile often 

2. Remember Allah often 

 

Indeed Allah grants Wisdom to whomever He Wills, regardless of age. 

 

Finally, Allah granted me a best friend who not only helped me in this journey but 

other journey of lives as well and knows about me more than any other Human 

knows and is the closest to me among humans, being an important part of this 
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team he searches verses and hadiths related to chapters of this book and also 

suggests me in what should I write about and I always give him the chapter to review 

even before publishing here. It’s hard to find people with same thoughts and 

concepts, but Allah granted me a Human in my journey whose thoughts were same 

as me. 

 

All the people I have mentioned above are a part of this book and journey one way or 

the other, and I pray that May Allah grant them goodness and success in this life and 

hereafter and make them live and die as True Muslims and accept all of their good 

deeds and forgive all of their sins and make them enter Jannat-ul-Firdous. Ameen 

 

Now I want your special attention and concentration to what I am going to write. 

This book and journey is not mine alone, but I want as many people to be in it as 

possible because together we can help each other in goodness and towards one 

single goal of success in hereafter. (In dunya/world as well). 

 

So basically we are a team with a single purpose of spreading the right message and 

advising each other of good and forbidding evil. I want you to be a part of this team 

too, by first reading the book and if you find any mistakes in it then advising me with 

evidence so that I could correct myself. You don’t know how a good word or advice 

can change someone’s life in a positive way, I have seen it, and I have experienced it. 

Maybe you did too. So don’t think a single sentence is not enough, maybe it’s all you 

need to get the closeness of Allah which should be your ultimate purpose of life if you 

understand. 

 

I am not a Scholar or a philosopher, neither that's my aim to be. I have very little 

knowledge about Qur’an and Islam, I can’t even understand Arabic and most 

importantly I am a Human, so I can make mistakes too, and this book is not even 

equal to those which I had read during my journey. Purpose to share this book is to 

convey the message and also I ask everyone to give their comments and opinions 

about it so maybe Allah guides me to a correct concept and thought through you. So 

never miss the chance to advice good, but try to do that with evidence and believe 

me I am not stubborn at all and (In Shaa Allah) I always try my best to surrender to 

the truth and keep myself away from arguing, that’s why I rarely do reply to 

comments on social media so if a person really care about correcting me he/she can 

send me a private message and I would really appreciate him/her for that work. 

 

And if you find this book useful, share what you learned with your family, friends and 

as many people as you can. (For the sake of Allah alone) 

 

And don’t feel low, no one knows who is more closer to Allah. Maybe you are at a 

position closer to Allah, now or in future which I could never ever reach whatever I 

do. So always pray for goodness and success for this world and hereafter for yourself 

and also for others.  
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In this chapter I am going to share books, videos and website links that I think are 

worth sharing and could end up being helpful for you by the help and mercy of Allah 

alone. 

 

Following are the Books which I read during my journey and gained immense 

knowledge and wisdom from them by the mercy of Allah alone:- 

 

1. Concept of God in Major Religions 

 

2. The Man in Red Underpants 

 

3. This is the Truth 

 

4. Qur’an and modern Science, Compatible or not? 

 

5. The Qur’an : Unchallengeable Miracle 

 

6. Answers to Non-Muslims common questions about Islam 

 

7. Brief illustrated guide to Understanding Islam  

 

8. Science in the Qur’an (Onereason.org) 

 

9. Stories from the Qur’an (by Ibn Kathir) 

 

10. Stories of the Prophets. (by Ibn Kathir) 

 

 

Note: Please read the book, not the author. If I am sharing some authors book 

doesn’t mean I am following him or agree with him on every matter/topic, I am only 

sharing the text he/she wrote and I found wisdom in it by the help of Allah alone. 

 

 

(Download/View Links of these books and other material is given at the end of this 

chapter) 
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Following are the Videos/Series which I saw during my journey and gained immense 

knowledge and wisdom from them by the mercy of Allah alone , I am dividing them 

into following sections:-  

 

1. Reminders from Qur’an/Hadith 

 

2. Thought provoking 

 

3. Heroes of Islam (Biographies/Stories) 

 

4. Series/Season 

 

5. YouTube Channels 

 

 

 

1. My Favorite YouTube Video  (Verses + Recitation) 

   

  YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNYjbAUJG2Q 

 

 

 

2. Concept of Patience (Verses + Recitation) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz3WhgwcFlY 

 
 

3. Reality of Life (Verses + Recitation) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZvNtzJ0QXQ 

 
 

4. Peaceful and Comforting Verses , also motivation towards real purpose of life 

(Recitation is also beautiful) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWxQUpMcYws 

 
 

5. Contains 3 Authentic Hadiths , and a  whole chapter of this book “My Sincere 

Advice to you , O Human” started by watching this video 

   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNYjbAUJG2Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz3WhgwcFlY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XZvNtzJ0QXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWxQUpMcYws
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YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78zD7OGVqeo 

 
 

6. World + Hereafter  (Verses + Recitation) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um9nAVuHe2s 

 
 

7. Concept of Death + End result (Verses + Recitation) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39GA1H4UnQ4 

 
 

8. Signs of Your Creator (Verses + Recitation) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WvHMNuhH3Y 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVL79yOS3y4 

 
 

9. Human Creation (Verses + Recitation) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTB1nNx6Xpk 

 

 

 

 

10. Beautiful Recitation of amazing verses of Holy Qur’an 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTp5Dz-BkbU 

 
 

11. Beautiful Recitation of amazing verses of Holy Qur’an 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qYa95CWeS0 

 
 

12. Beautiful Recitation of Surah Al-Insan (The Man) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRn8Xc41nUI 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=78zD7OGVqeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Um9nAVuHe2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=39GA1H4UnQ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6WvHMNuhH3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xVL79yOS3y4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTB1nNx6Xpk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kTp5Dz-BkbU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2qYa95CWeS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JRn8Xc41nUI
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1. Why am i Here ? (Important concepts + Invitation towards thinking and pondering 

over purpose of life) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL9SrdxU2TI 

 
 

2. Miraculous Qur’an 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkMwiFv9pho 

 
 

3. 8 Stunning Linguistic Miracles of Qur’an 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KPEiGqDQHg 

 
 

4. Linguistic Miracle of Ayat-ul-Kursi (Qur’an : Chapter #2 Verse #255) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=049aBt23ieM 

 

5. Islam : The True Religion of God (Allah) 

  YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hezcb2YRasM 

 

 

 

 

6. The Life and Journey of the Souls 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y58jT-YgdP0 

 
 

7. Jannah/Paradise  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGOIpzDF8iE 

 
 

8. Jahannum/Hell 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-MjYqCE2cE 

 
 

9. Judgement Day  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCgJGMDQPAg 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WL9SrdxU2TI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkMwiFv9pho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8KPEiGqDQHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=049aBt23ieM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hezcb2YRasM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y58jT-YgdP0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGOIpzDF8iE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f-MjYqCE2cE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZCgJGMDQPAg
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10. Minor Signs  

   

YouTube link:-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7eZ-r9o10Y 

 
 

11. Major Signs  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU0fp2JEWz8 

 
 

12. Ramadan  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a70c_FoAI64 

 

13. Throne of Allah 

   

YouTube link:-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIbnUMqLQ78 

 
 

14. The Night Journey (Isra wal Miraj) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lvBFu5fdxY 

 
 

 

15. Major Sins in Islam  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5ACV4EpcZU 

 
 

16. Wordly Life /Dunya 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5AB3ZGc-mY 

 
 

17. Repentance  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ef2N-t18tSQ 

 
 

18. Is your Heart dead? 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVXQ1hDRPIo 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V7eZ-r9o10Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dU0fp2JEWz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a70c_FoAI64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIbnUMqLQ78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_lvBFu5fdxY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5ACV4EpcZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5AB3ZGc-mY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ef2N-t18tSQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVXQ1hDRPIo
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19. Don’t be Sad: Allah knows 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pyZkY93B2A 

 
 

20. The Day Umar (2nd Caliph, May Allah be pleased with him) cried 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz8BBHROryA 

 
 

 

1. Maryam May Allah be pleased with her (Mother of Prophet Jesus/Esa May peace 

be upon him) 

   

YouTube link:-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXK2p35w2Zk 

 
 

2. Khadija May Allah be pleased with her (Wife of Prophet Muhammad Peace be 

upon him) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR8fdkJ9sMo 

 

3. Asiya May Allah be pleased with her (Wife of Pharoah/Firaun : Worst Human ever 

created) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IJqdDlblKE 

 
 

4. Abu Bakr As Siddiq (1st Caliph , May Allah be pleased with him) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf8mXODfU7c 

 
 

5. Umar ibn Al-Khattab (2nd Caliph, May Allah be pleased with him)  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0D6M8Lzjzqs 

 
 

6. Uthman ibn Affan (3rd Caliph , May Allah be pleased with him) 

   

YouTube link:-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLtyVLBtO-E 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5pyZkY93B2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oz8BBHROryA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gXK2p35w2Zk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WR8fdkJ9sMo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3IJqdDlblKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf8mXODfU7c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0D6M8Lzjzqs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wLtyVLBtO-E
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7. Ali ibn Abi Talib (4th Caliph , May Allah be pleased with him) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLZbMLEZpZ0 

 
 

8. Aisha May Allah be pleased with her (Daughter of Abu Bakr As Siddiq and wife of 

Prophet Muhammad Peace be upon him) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzLKPFrnqFA 

 
 

9. Fatima May Allah be pleased with her (Daughter of Prophet Muhammad Peace be 

upon him) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIs7pc6DpLw 

 
 

10. Khalid Ibn Al-Walid (“Sword of Allah” title given by Prophet Muhammad (Peace be 

upon him). May Allah be pleased with him) 

   

YouTube link:-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSKkV0UU1NU 

 

 

 

 

11. The lives of 4 Imams  

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dklP1YNKBxA 

 
 

12. Salah-ud-din Ayubi (One who fought against Crusaders , May Allah have mercy 

on him) 

   

YouTube link:- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pi2JuunStdc 

 
 

 

1. Life of Prophet Muhammad (Peace be upon him) 

 

[Link to the whole Series By IslamicGuidance] 

 

[YouTube Channel (IslamicGuidance)] 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLZbMLEZpZ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NzLKPFrnqFA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hIs7pc6DpLw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LSKkV0UU1NU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dklP1YNKBxA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pi2JuunStdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=al8VKtn3ilI&list=PLa4GKxenTk5Wa91vf8imWRXdoXQ8YMzH9
https://www.youtube.com/user/SoldierOfAllah2/playlists
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2. Stories of Prophets (Peace be upon them all)  

 

[Link to whole Series By IslamicGuidance] 

 

[Link to whole Series By Mufti Menk] 

  

[YouTube Channel (Mufti Menk)]  

 
 

3. Traveler with Qur’an  + Guided through Qur’an 

 

YouTube Channels from where I found these series: -  

[YouTube Channel : hagirelhadari] (Translated videos) 

 

[YouTube Channel: Fahad Al-Kandari] (Official Channel of these series, many videos 

are translated into English as well) 

 

 

Traveler with Qur'an 
 

[Season 1] 

 
 

[Season 2], 

 

 

 

Though all the videos from Guided through Qur’an are amazing but my favorite one is 

Story of Barbra from France. 

 

Link to the video: - [Story of Barbra from France]. 

 
 

4. Stories from Qur’an 

 

[Link to whole Series by IslamicGuidance] 

 
 

 

1. Islamic Guidance (https://www.youtube.com/user/SoldierOfAllah2) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BRmcvcufOKY&list=PLa4GKxenTk5WurCwP2KUJ9UtoXVkK2Ccs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQjzErJlpJ0&list=PL9821CA747E7E0674
https://www.youtube.com/user/MuftiMenkRox/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/user/hagirelhadari/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/fahadalkandari/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y7e5rFCTC2Y&list=PLw8F5Xyr8Gf49JvqfOKOQehrNsbIJg-RG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aLXEhSF9EE&list=PLw8F5Xyr8Gf6ZQB_BhRm_BuPDzEFQCmL2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K_-PzYSt_4c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=regsV7N8rCo&list=PLa4GKxenTk5WVSCFf7xNFZu890aKr4CUG
https://www.youtube.com/user/SoldierOfAllah2
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2. MercifulServant (https://www.youtube.com/user/TheMercifulServant) 

 

3. Karim AbuZaid (https://www.youtube.com/user/Islamway71) 

 

4. hagirelhadari (https://www.youtube.com/user/hagirelhadari) 

 

5. Fahad Alkandari (https://www.youtube.com/user/fahadalkandari) 

 

6. TheDailyReminder (https://www.youtube.com/user/TheDailyReminder) 

 

6. Dr Zakir Naik (https://www.youtube.com/user/Drzakirchannel) 

 

7. Mufti Menk (https://www.youtube.com/user/MuftiMenkRox) 

 

8. Islam Practice N 

Preach (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZhafNHf_AWaRvufmbB7jAA) 

 

9. Atif Rana (https://www.youtube.com/user/ranamuhammadatif) 

 

10. Islamicfromjamal (https://www.youtube.com/user/islamicfromjamal) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Now I am going to share with you some of the website links that I found during my 

journey and learned so much from them by the help and mercy of Allah alone:- 

 

 

Qur'an 

Quran.com : Qur'an with translation/transliteration in wide range of languages  

HouseofQuran.com : Word by Word Quran Reciter/Teacher , A great tool to help in 

memorizing Qur’an (includes wide range of options) 

Searchtruth.com : Online Tajweed Lesson (Learn to read Qur'an) 

 

Hadith 

https://www.youtube.com/user/TheMercifulServant
https://www.youtube.com/user/Islamway71
https://www.youtube.com/user/hagirelhadari
https://www.youtube.com/user/fahadalkandari
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheDailyReminder
https://www.youtube.com/user/Drzakirchannel
https://www.youtube.com/user/MuftiMenkRox
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZhafNHf_AWaRvufmbB7jAA
https://www.youtube.com/user/ranamuhammadatif
https://www.youtube.com/user/islamicfromjamal
http://legacy.quran.com/
http://www.houseofquran.com/
http://www.houseofquran.com/
http://www.searchtruth.com/quran_teacher/quran.php?lesson=1
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Sunnah.com : Collection of authentic Hadiths on wide range of topics 

 

Questions/Answers/Interesting Articles Related to Islam 

IslamicIslamic.net : Compilation of wide range of topics/questions regarding Islam with 
references (copied from various Authentic sources) 

IslamQa.info : Wide range of topics/questions regarding Islam with references 

IRF.net FAQ Section : Wide range of topics/questions regarding Islam with references 

Islamawareness.net : Wide range of topics/articles regarding Islam with references 

IslamReligion.com : Wide range of topics/articles regarding Islam alongwith material 
related to Comparative Religion 

OneReason.org : From Creator to the purpose of life , a series of interesting articles and 
downloadable content 

 

Learning Arabic 

 

Quranarabicaseasyasurdu.com : Learn Arabic from basic to Advance level in order to 
understand Qur'an (For Urdu/Hindi Speakers,Downloadable Lectures and Handouts 
included) 

Khuddam ul Qur'an.com : Learn Arabic from basic to Advance level in order to 
understand Qur'an (For Urdu/Hindi Speakers,Downloadable Lectures and Handouts 
included) 

Arabic.speak7.com : Learn Arabic from basic to Advance level in order to understand 
Qur'an (For English Speakers) 

LearnArabicOnline.com : Learn Arabic from basic to Advance level in order to understand 
Qur'an (For English Speakers) 

Kalamullah.com : Wide Range of Collection of Material that help in learning Arabic (both 
Casual and Qur'anic ,For English Speakers) 

lqtoronto.com : Institute of the Language of the Qur'an 

http://sunnah.com/
http://www.islamicislamic.net/
http://www.islamicislamic.net/
http://islamqa.info/en/
http://irf.net/faq.html
http://www.islamawareness.net/
http://www.islamreligion.com/
http://www.islamreligion.com/
http://onereason.org/
http://onereason.org/
http://www.quranarabicaseasyasurdu.com/
http://www.quranarabicaseasyasurdu.com/
http://www.quranarabicaseasyasurdu.com/
http://www.khuddam-ul-quran.com/
http://www.khuddam-ul-quran.com/
http://www.khuddam-ul-quran.com/
http://arabic.speak7.com/
http://arabic.speak7.com/
http://www.learnarabiconline.com/
http://www.learnarabiconline.com/
https://www.kalamullah.com/learning-arabic.html
https://www.kalamullah.com/learning-arabic.html
http://www.lqtoronto.com/downloads.html
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Collection of Downloadable Material(Videos,Books,Audios) related to 

Islam 

MuslimCentral.com : Collection of Audio Lectures of renowned scholars and speakers of 
Islam 

Islamicbulletin.org : Library of Ebooks/Videos/Mp3 related to Islam 

Nakcollection.com : Illustrations , Research and Video Lectures by Nouman Ali Khan  

aswatalislam.net : Collection of Lectures of Dr.Israr Ahmed (Downloadable) 

Iroshni.com : Collection of Different Islamic/Quranic Android Apps and PC softwares 

Kalamullah.com: Collection of articles,books,videos related to Islam 

Islamhouse.com: Huge collection of Islamic books 

Bait-ul-quran.org : From Miftah-ul Qur'an to Misbah-ul-Qur'an , amazing collection of 
Ebooks in Urdu Language that help in Understanding/Learning Qur'an 

QuranUrdu.com :Collection of Audio/Ebook related to Qur'an and Hadith (Material is in 
Urdu language) 

 

Science and Islam 

kaheel7.com : Miracles from Qur’an researched by Abduldaem Al-Khalil (Website is 
available in wide range of languages) 

elnaggarzr.com : Miracles from Qur'an researched by Dr.Zaghloul El-Naggar  

harunyahya.com : Miracles from Qur’an researched and wide range of E-books by Harun 
Yahya 

Quran miracles.com : From Astronomy and Geology to Philosophy and Mathematics , site 
contains articles on Scientific Miracles of Qur'an  

Quran and Science.com :Contains articles on Scientific Miracles of Qur'an as well as 
Biographies of early Muslim Scientists 

http://www.muslimcentral.com/
http://www.muslimcentral.com/
http://www.islamicbulletin.org/services/all_ebooks_p1.aspx
http://www.nakcollection.com/
http://www.aswatalislam.net/FilesList.aspx?T=Audio&C=Lectures&T1=Israr%20Ahmed
http://iroshni.com/
http://kalamullah.com/
http://islamhouse.com/
http://bait-ul-quran.org/
http://bait-ul-quran.org/
http://www.quranurdu.com/
http://www.quranurdu.com/
http://khaleel7.com/eng
http://khaleel7.com/eng
http://www.elnaggarzr.com/en
http://www.harunyahya.com/list/type/1/name/kitaplar
http://www.harunyahya.com/list/type/1/name/kitaplar
http://www.quranmiracles.com/
http://www.quranmiracles.com/
http://www.quranandscience.com/
http://www.quranandscience.com/
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Other Links 

Official Facebook Pages of renowned Personalities 

Islamcan.com : The goal of Islamcan.com is to provide sufficient resources to increase the 
faith of every human being towards Allah, our Creator. 

Ilmfeed.com : IlmFeed is dedicated to publishing informative and inspirational articles 
about Islam and Muslims. 

Irf.net : Islamic Research Foundation 

IERA.org : Islam Education and Research Academy 

 

 

 

 

 

Till now this book has been translated into Turkish language and will going to be 

translated into Arabic soon In Shaa Allah. Be a part of this team and great cause and 

translate this book into your language and spread the message to the Native people 

of that language. (for the sake and mercy of Allah alone) 

 

Important Note: - I am uploading all the above material on Google Drive under the 

folder “My Personal Collection”, in this folder you will find all the videos, eBooks, 

website links that I have gathered during my journey. 

 
 

Here’s the google drive link to “My Journey”:- https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-

gRh_KCki4OUGswUnU2NG9QQ1k 

 

 
 

Here’s the structure of the folder, “My Journey”:- 

http://islampnp.com/facebook-pages/
http://www.islamcan.com/
http://www.islamcan.com/
http://ilmfeed.com/
http://ilmfeed.com/
http://irf.net/
http://iera.org/
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-gRh_KCki4OUGswUnU2NG9QQ1k
https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-gRh_KCki4OUGswUnU2NG9QQ1k
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Main Folder is “My Journey”, it contains 2 folders:– 

 

1. My Personal Collection 

 

2. My Personal Observations (name of this book) 

 

My Personal Collection further contains 3 folders and 1 file (till now, these numbers 

can change in future):-  

 

1. EBooks (Folder) 

 

2. Videos (Folder) 

 

3. Notes/Articles (Folder) 

 

4. Website Links (File) 

 

 

 

My Personal Observations contain 2 folders and 1 file (till now, these numbers can 

change in future):- 

 

1. Chapters in English .doc format (Folder) 

 

2. Chapters in Turkish .doc format (Folder) 

 

3. My Personal Observations in PDF format (File) 

 

Note: - Material is being uploaded gradually, and hopefully soon all the material will 

be uploaded .In Shaa Allah. 
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If you have any confusion regarding this book or any mistake you find or you want to 

advise me or want to share any useful material like your translated version of this 

book in your language or just want to give your feedback and comments on this book.  

 

You can contact me through following ways:- 

 

Email address: - islam.practicenpreach@gmail.com 

 

Website: - islampnp.com 

 

Facebook-Page: - facebook.com/PracticeNPreach 

 

Facebook-Group: - facebook.com/groups/PracticeNPreach 

 

Wattpad profile: - wattpad.com/user/ZainSra 

 

 

  

mailto:islam.practicenpreach@gmail.com
http://islampnp.com/
https://www.facebook.com/PracticeNPreach
https://www.facebook.com/groups/PracticeNPreach
https://www.wattpad.com/user/ZainSra
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Anything I try to share I give reference to the source, and I have no intention to earn 

money or fame from this book or any material I share in it as it’s solely for the sake 

and mercy of Allah alone and the sole purpose of this book is to spread the message 

of Islam and share my thoughts with as many people as possible. If you have find 

your video/book is being used in this book without reference, then please do contact 

me so that I can correct my mistake. 

Now for the piece of text which I wrote , I give permission and encourage people to 

use it for the sake of Allah and spread the message to as many people as they can , 

starting from their own family. But please don’t misquote anything from this book, 

and don’t approach it with any negative intention. 

 

Fear Allah alone and do your part of the duty. We’re in this together, we’re all a part 

of this single team with a single purpose of “advising good and forbidding evil”. 
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Whatever I have written above was my own observation and thoughts, and they could 

be right or wrong so please don't judge Islam through this book or any other book 

except Qur'an. 

 

Qur'an is free from all errors. 

 

I am a human and I may make mistakes in my speech and writing,  

 

Islam is perfect while Muslims are not. 

 

As this book contains my observations and thoughts about life, world and purpose of 

life, I don't know when my life will end so this is not the end of this book. 

 

As time goes on I will write more chapters and refine my thoughts by the help and 

mercy of Allah alone. 

 

You can stay updated with this book by following the main website (Islampnp.com), 

my Wattpad profile or my Facebook-Page. 

 

Best way to end this book is to share the most amazing and beautiful thing in entire 

universe. 

 

And what could be the most amazing and beautiful thing in the entire universe than 

the Attributes and Names of Allah. These attributes and names are gathered through 

Qur'an and they are 99 in number. But please only follow the authentic way to read 

and learn them that is from Authentic Hadiths and call upon Your Lord by these 

beautiful Names. 

 

(You can also read this from my website: - http://islampnp.com/99names/ ) 

 

So without further ado: 

 

Al-Asma-ul-Husna (سناى  The 99 Most (اَُالْسَماءُ  اْلحُ 

Beautiful Names and Attributes of Allah the Almighty 
 

"He is Allah, the Creator, the Inventor, the Fashioner; to Him belong the 

best names. Whatever is in the heavens and earth is exalting Him. And He 

is the Exalted in Might, the Wise." 

[Qur’an: Chapter #59 (Surat Al-Hashr: The Exile) Verse#24] 

 

http://islampnp.com/99names/
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"And to Allah belong the best names, so invoke Him by them" 

[Qur’an: Chapter #7 (Surat Al-A'raf: The Heights) Verse#180] 

 
 

"Allah – there is no deity except Him. To Him belong the best names." 
 

[Qur’an: Chapter #20 (Surat Ta Ha) Verse#8] 

 
 

Abu Huraira reported Allah’s Messenger (Peace be upon him) as saying: 
 

There are ninety-nine names of Allah; he who commits them to memory 
would get into Paradise. Verily, Allah is Odd (He is one, and it is an odd 

number) and He loves odd number. And in the narration of Ibn ‘Umar (the 
words are):” He who enumerated them.” 

 

 

(Muslim 2677, Book 48 Hadith 5) 

 
 

Narrated Abu Huraira: 
 
"Allah has ninety-nine Names, i.e., one hundred minus one, and whoever 
believes in their meanings and acts accordingly, will enter Paradise; and 
Allah is witr (one) and loves ‘the witr’ (i.e., odd numbers)." 
 

(Bukhari 6410, Book 80 Hadith 105) 

 
 

https://sunnah.com/muslim/48/5
https://sunnah.com/bukhari/80/105
https://sunnah.com/bukhari/80/105
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 ه وَُُهللاُالِّذيُالُإلَهَُُإاّلُُه وَُ

 

 

# 

1 

ْحَمنُ   الرَّ
Ar-Rahmaan The 

Beneficent 

He who wills 

goodness and 

mercy for all 

His creatures 

2 

حُ  يمُ الرَّ  
Ar-Raheem The Merciful He who acts 

with extreme 

kindness 

3 

 اْلَمل كُ 
Al-Malik The Eternal 

Lord 

The Sovereign 

Lord, The One 

with the 

complete 

Dominion, the 

One Whose 

Dominion is 

clear from 

imperfection 

4 

 اْلق دُّوسُ 
Al-Quddus The Most 

Sacred 

The One who is 

pure from any 

imperfection 

and clear from 

children and 

adversaries 
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5 

 السَّالَمُ 
As-Salam The 

Embodiment 

of Peace 

The One who is 

free from every 

imperfection. 

6 

نُ  ْؤم   اْلم 
Al-Mu’min The Infuser 

of Faith 

The One who 

witnessed for 

Himself that no 

one is God but 

Him. And He 

witnessed for 

His believers 

that they are 

truthful in their 

belief that no 

one is God but 

Him 

7 

نُ  َهْيم   اْلم 
Al-Muhaymin The 

Preserver of 

Safety 

The One who 

witnesses the 

saying and 

deeds of His 

creatures 

8 

يزُ   اْلعَز 
Al-Aziz The Mighty 

One 

The Strong, 

The Defeater 

who is not 

defeated 

9 

 اْلَجبَّارُ 
Al-Jabbar The 

Omnipotent 

One 

The One that 

nothing 

happens in His 

Dominion 

except that 

which He willed 
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10 

تََكب ِّرُ   اْلم 
Al-Mutakabbir The 

Dominant 

One 

The One who is 

clear from the 

attributes of 

the creatures 

and from 

resembling 

them. 

11 

 اْلَخال قُ 
Al-Khaaliq The Creator The One who 

brings 

everything 

from non-

existence to 

existence 

12 

ئُ   اْلبَار 
Al-Baari The Evolver The Maker, The 

Creator who 

has the Power 

to turn the 

entities. 

13 

رُ  َصو ِّ  اْلم 
Al-Musawwir The Flawless 

Shaper 

The One who 

forms His 

creatures in 

different 

pictures. 

14 

 اْلغَفَّارُ 
Al-Ghaffaar The Great 

Forgiver 

The Forgiver, 

The One who 

forgives the 

sins of His 

slaves time 

and time 

again. 
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15 

ارُ   اْلقَهَّ
Al-Qahhaar The All-

Prevailing 

One 

The Dominant, 

The One who 

has the perfect 

Power and is 

not unable 

over anything. 

16 

 اْلَوهَّابُ 
Al-Wahhab The Supreme 

Bestower 

The One who is 

Generous in 

giving plenty 

without any 

return. He is 

everything that 

benefits 

whether Halal 

or Haram. 

17 

اقُ  زَّ  الرَّ
Ar-Razzaq The Total 

Provider 

The Sustainer, 

The Provider. 

18 

 اْلفَتَّاحُ 
Al-Fattah The Supreme 

Solver 

The Opener, 

The Reliever, 

The Judge, The 

One who opens 

for His slaves 

the closed 

worldly and 

religious 

matters. 

19 

ْيمُ   اَْلعَل 
Al-Alim The All-

Knowing One 

The 

Knowledgeable

; The One 

nothing is 

absent from 

His knowledge 
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20 

 اْلقَاب ضُ 
Al-Qaabid The 

Restricting 

One 

The 

Constrictor, 

The 

Withholder, 

The One who 

constricts the 

sustenance by 

His wisdom 

and expands 

and widens it 

with His 

Generosity and 

Mercy. 

21 

طُ   اْلبَاس 
Al-Baasit The Extender The Englarger, 

The One who 

constricts the 

sustenance by 

His wisdom 

and expands 

and widens it 

with His 

Generosity and 

Mercy. 

22 

 اْلَخاف ضُ 
Al-Khaafid The Reducer The Abaser, 

The One who 

lowers whoever 

He willed by 

His Destruction 

and raises 

whoever He 

willed by His 

Endowment. 

23 

اف عُ   الرَّ
Ar-Rafi The Elevating 

One 

The Exalter, 

The Elevator, 

The One who 

lowers whoever 

He willed by 
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His Destruction 

and raises 

whoever He 

willed by His 

Endowment. 

24 

زُُّ ع   اْلم 
Al-Mu’izz The 

Honourer-

Bestower 

He gives 

esteem to 

whoever He 

willed, hence 

there is no one 

to degrade 

Him; And He 

degrades 

whoever He 

willed, hence 

there is no one 

to give Him 

esteem. 

25 

لُُّ ذ   الم 
Al-Muzil The Abaser The 

Dishonourer, 

The Humiliator, 

He gives 

esteem to 

whoever He 

willed, hence 

there is no one 

to degrade 

Him; And He 

degrades 

whoever He 

willed, hence 

there is no one 

to give Him 

esteem. 

26 

يعُ   السَّم 
As-Sami’ The All-

Hearer 

The Hearer, 

The One who 

Hears all 

things that are 
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heard by His 

Eternal Hearing 

without an ear, 

instrument or 

organ. 

27 

يرُ   اْلبَص 
Al-Baseer The All-

Seeing 

The All-

Noticing, The 

One who Sees 

all things that 

are seen by His 

Eternal Seeing 

without a pupil 

or any other 

instrument. 

28 

 اْلَحَكمُ 
Al-Hakam The Impartial 

Judge 

The Judge, He 

is the Ruler 

and His 

judgment is His 

Word. 

29 

 اْلعَْدلُ 
Al-Adl The 

Embodiment 

of Justice 

The Just, The 

One who is 

entitled to do 

what He does. 

30 

يفُ   اللَّط 
Al-Lateef The Knower 

of Subtleties 

The Subtle 

One, The 

Gracious, The 

One who is 

kind to His 

slaves and 

endows upon 

them. 
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31 

 اْلَخب يرُ 
Al-Khabeer The All-Aware 

One 

The One who 

knows the 

truth of things. 

32 

 اْلَحل يمُ 
Al-Haleem The Clement 

One 

The 

Forebearing, 

The One who 

delays the 

punishment for 

those who 

deserve it and 

then He might 

forgive them. 

33 

يمُ   اْلعَظ 
Al-Azeem The 

Magnificent 

One 

The Great One, 

The Mighty, 

The One 

deserving the 

attributes of 

Exaltment, 

Glory, 

Extolement, 

and Purity from 

all 

imperfection. 

34 

 اْلغَف ورُ 
Al-Ghafoor The Great 

Forgiver 

The All-

Forgiving, The 

Forgiving, The 

One who 

forgives a lot. 

35 

 الشَّك ورُ 
Ash-Shakoor The 

Acknowledgi

ng One 

The Grateful, 

The 

Appreciative, 

The One who 

gives a lot of 

reward for a 
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little 

obedience. 

36 

 اْلعَل يُُّ
Al-Aliyy The Sublime 

One 

The Most High, 

The One who is 

clear from the 

attributes of 

the creatures. 

37 

 اْلَكب يرُ 
Al-Kabeer The Great 

One 

The Most 

Great, The 

Great, The One 

who is greater 

than everything 

in status. 

38 

 اْلَحف يظُ 
Al-Hafiz The Guarding 

One 

The Preserver, 

The Protector, 

The One who 

protects 

whatever and 

whoever He 

willed to 

protect. 

39 

قي ت  الم 
Al-Muqeet The 

Sustaining 

One 

The 

Maintainer, 

The Guardian, 

The Feeder, 

The One who 

has the Power. 

40 

يبُ   اْلحس 
Al-Haseeb The 

Reckoning 

One 

The Reckoner, 

The One who 

gives the 

satisfaction. 
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41 

 اْلَجل يلُ 
Al-Jaleel The Majestic 

One 

The Sublime 

One, The 

Beneficent, 

The One who is 

attributed with 

greatness of 

Power and 

Glory of status. 

42 

يمُ   اْلَكر 
Al-Kareem The Bountiful 

One 

The Generous 

One, The 

Gracious, The 

One who is 

attributed with 

greatness of 

Power and 

Glory of status. 

43 

ق يبُ   الرَّ
Ar-Raqeeb The Watchful 

One 

The Watcher, 

The One that 

nothing is 

absent from 

Him. Hence it’s 

meaning is 

related to the 

attribute of 

Knowledge. 

44 

يبُ  ج   اْلم 
Al-Mujeeb The 

Responding 

One 

The 

Responsive, 

The Hearkener, 

The One who 

answers the 

one in need if 

he asks Him 

and rescues 

the yearner if 

he calls upon 

Him. 
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45 

عُ   اْلَواس 
Al-Waasi’ The All-

Pervading 

One 

The Vast, The 

All-Embracing, 

The 

Knowledgeable

. 

46 

يمُ   اْلَحك 
Al-Hakeem The Wise 

One 

The Wise, The 

Judge of 

Judges, The 

One who is 

correct in His 

doings. 

47 

 اْلَود ودُ 
Al-Wadud The Loving 

One 

The One who 

loves His 

believing 

slaves and His 

believing 

slaves love 

Him. His love 

to His slaves is 

His Will to be 

merciful to 

them and 

praise them 

48 

يدُ   اْلَمج 
Al-Majeed The Glorious 

One 

The Most 

Glorious One, 

The One who is 

with perfect 

Power, High 

Status, 

Compassion, 

Generosity and 

Kindness. 

49 

ثُ   اْلبَاع 
Al-Ba’ith The Infuser 

of New Life 

The 

Resurrector, 

The Raiser 
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(from death), 

The One who 

resurrects His 

slaves after 

death for 

reward and/or 

punishment. 

50 

يدُ   الشَّه 
Ash-Shaheed The All 

Observing 

Witness 

The Witness, 

The One who 

nothing is 

absent from 

Him. 

51 

 اْلَحقُُّ
Al-Haqq The 

Embodiment 

of Truth 

The Truth, The 

True, The One 

who truly 

exists. 

52 

يلُ   اْلَوك 
Al-Wakeel The Universal 

Trustee 

The Trustee, 

The One who 

gives the 

satisfaction 

and is relied 

upon. 

53 

يُُّ  اْلقَو 
Al-Qawwiyy The Strong 

One 

The Most 

Strong, The 

Strong, The 

One with the 

complete 

Power 

54 

 اْلَمت ينُ 
Al-Mateen The Firm One The One with 

extreme Power 

which is un-

interrupted 
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and He does 

not get tired. 

55 

 اْلَول يُُّ
Al-Waliyy The 

Protecting 

Associate 

The Protecting 

Friend, The 

Supporter. 

56 

يدُ   اْلَحم 
Al-Hameed The Sole-

Laudable 

One 

The 

Praiseworthy, 

The praised 

One who 

deserves to be 

praised. 

57 

ياْلمُ  ْحص   
Al-Muhsee The All-

Enumerating 

One 

The Counter, 

The Reckoner, 

The One who 

the count of 

things are 

known to him. 

58 

ئُ  ْبد   اْلم 
Al-Mubdi The 

Originator 

The One who 

started the 

human being. 

That is, He 

created him. 

59 

يدُ  ع   اْلم 
Al-Mueed The Restorer The 

Reproducer, 

The One who 

brings back the 

creatures after 

death 
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60 

ْحي ي  اْلم 
Al-Muhyi The 

Maintainer of 

life 

The Restorer, 

The Giver of 

Life, The One 

who took out a 

living human 

from semen 

that does not 

have a soul. He 

gives life by 

giving the souls 

back to the 

worn out 

bodies on the 

resurrection 

day and He 

makes the 

hearts alive by 

the light of 

knowledge. 

61 

يتُ  م   اَْلم 
Al-Mumeet The Inflictor 

of Death 

The Creator of 

Death, The 

Destroyer, The 

One who 

renders the 

living dead. 

62 

 اْلَحيُُّ
Al-Hayy The Eternally 

Living One 

The Alive, The 

One attributed 

with a life that 

is unlike our 

life and is not 

that of a 

combination of 

soul, flesh or 

blood. 
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63 

 اْلقَيُّومُ 
Al-Qayyoom The Self-

Subsisting 

One 

The One who 

remains and 

does not end. 

64 

دُ   اْلَواج 
Al-Waajid The Pointing 

One 

The Perceiver, 

The Finder, The 

Rich who is 

never poor. Al-

Wajd is 

Richness. 

65 

دُ   اْلَماج 
Al-Maajid The All-Noble 

One 

The Glorious, 

He who is Most 

Glorious. 

66 

دُ   اْلواح 
Al-Waahid The Only One The Unique, 

The One, The 

One without a 

partner 

67 

 ااَلََحدُ 
Al-Ahad The Sole One The One 

68 

َمدُ   الصَّ
As-Samad The Supreme 

Provider 

The Eternal, 

The 

Independent, 

The Master 

who is relied 

upon in 

matters and 

reverted to in 

ones needs. 
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69 

رُ   اْلقَاد 
Al-Qaadir The 

Omnipotent 

One 

The Able, The 

Capable, The 

One attributed 

with Power. 

70 

رُ  ْقتَد   اْلم 
Al-Muqtadir The All 

Authoritative 

One 

The Powerful, 

The Dominant, 

The One with 

the perfect 

Power that 

nothing is 

withheld from 

Him. 

71 

مُ  ِّ قَد   اْلم 
Al-Muqaddim The 

Expediting 

One 

The Expediter, 

The Promoter, 

The One who 

puts things in 

their right 

places. He 

makes ahead 

what He wills 

and delays 

what He wills. 

72 

رُ  ِّ َؤخ   اْلم 
Al-Mu’akhkhir The 

Procrastinato

r 

The Delayer, 

the Retarder, 

The One who 

puts things in 

their right 

places. He 

makes ahead 

what He wills 

and delays 

what He wills. 

73 

لُ   األوَّ
Al-Awwal The Very First The First, The 

One whose 

Existence is 
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without a 

beginning. 

74 

رُ   اآلخ 
Al-Akhir The Infinite 

Last One 

The Last, The 

One whose 

Existence is 

without an end. 

75 

رُ   الظَّاه 
Az-Zaahir The 

Perceptible 

The Manifest, 

The One that 

nothing is 

above Him and 

nothing is 

underneath 

Him, hence He 

exists without 

a place. He, 

The Exalted, 

His Existence 

is obvious by 

proofs and He 

is clear from 

the delusions 

of attributes of 

bodies. 

76 

نُ   اْلبَاط 
Al-Baatin The 

Imperceptibl

e 

The Hidden, 

The One that 

nothing is 

above Him and 

nothing is 

underneath 

Him, hence He 

exists without 

a place. He, 

The Exalted, 

His Existence 

is obvious by 

proofs and He 

is clear from 

the delusions 
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of attributes of 

bodies. 

77 

 اْلَوال ي
Al-Waali The Holder of 

Supreme 

Authority 

The Governor, 

The One who 

owns things 

and manages 

them. 

78 

تَعَال ي  اْلم 
Al-Muta’ali The 

Extremely 

Exalted One 

The Most 

Exalted, The 

High Exalted, 

The One who is 

clear from the 

attributes of 

the creation. 

79 

رُُّاْلبَُ  
Al-Barr The 

Fountain-

Head of 

Truth 

The Source of 

All Goodness, 

The Righteous, 

The One who is 

kind to His 

creatures, who 

covered them 

with His 

sustenance 

and specified 

whoever He 

willed among 

them by His 

support, 

protection, and 

special mercy. 

80 

َوابُ التَُّ  
At-Tawwaab The Ever-

Acceptor of 

Repentance 

The Relenting, 

The One who 

grants 

repentance to 

whoever He 
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willed among 

His creatures 

and accepts 

his repentance. 

81 

ْنتَق مُ   اْلم 
Al-Muntaqim The 

Retaliator 

The Avenger, 

The One who 

victoriously 

prevails over 

His enemies 

and punishes 

them for their 

sins. It may 

mean the One 

who destroys 

them. 

82 

 العَف وُُّ
Al-Afuww The Supreme 

Pardoner 

The Forgiver, 

The One with 

wide 

forgiveness. 

83 

وفُ  ؤ   الرَّ
Ar-Ra’oof The Benign 

One 

The 

Compassionat

e, The One with 

extreme Mercy. 

The Mercy of 

Allah is His will 

to endow upon 

whoever He 

willed among 

His creatures. 

84 

ْلكُ  َمال كُ  اْلم   
Maalik-ul-Mulk The Eternal 

Possessor of 

Sovereignty 

The One who 

controls the 

Dominion and 

gives dominion 
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to whoever He 

willed. 

85 

َواإلْكَرامُ  لُ ذ واْلَجالَُ  
Zul-Jalaali-wal-Ikram The 

Possessor of 

Majesty and 

Honour 

The Lord of 

Majesty and 

Bounty, The 

One who 

deserves to be 

Exalted and 

not denied. 

86 

طُ  ْقس   اْلم 
Al-Muqsit The Just One The Equitable, 

The One who is 

Just in His 

judgment. 

87 

عُ الُْ َجام   
Al-Jaami’ The 

Assembler of 

Scattered 

Creations 

The Gatherer, 

The One who 

gathers the 

creatures on a 

day that there 

is no doubt 

about, that is 

the Day of 

Judgment. 

88 

 اْلغَن يُُّ
Al-Ghaniyy The Self-

Sufficient 

One 

The One who 

does not need 

the creation. 

89 

ْغن ي  اْلم 
Al-Mughni The Bestower 

of Sufficiency 

The Enricher, 

The One who 

satisfies the 

necessities of 

the creatures. 
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90 

 اَْلَمان عُ 
Al-Maani’ The 

Preventer 

The 

Withholder. 

91 

ارَُّ  الضَّ
Ad-Daarr The 

Distressor 

The One who 

makes harm 

reach to 

whoever He 

willed and 

benefit to 

whoever He 

willed. 

92 

 النَّاف عُ 
An-Naafi’ The Bestower 

of Benefits 

The Propitious, 

The One who 

makes harm 

reach to 

whoever He 

willed and 

benefit to 

whoever He 

willed. 

93 

 النُّورُ 
An-Noor The Prime 

Light 

The Light, The 

One who 

guides. 

94 

 اْلَهاد ي
Al-Haadi The Provider 

of Guidance 

The Guide, The 

One whom with 

His Guidance 

His believers 

were guided, 

and with His 

Guidance the 

living beings 

have been 

guided to what 

is beneficial for 

them and 
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protected from 

what is harmful 

to them. 

95 

يعُ   اْلبَد 
Al-Badi’ The Unique 

One 

The 

Incomparable, 

The One who 

created the 

creation and 

formed it 

without any 

preceding 

example. 

96 

 اَْلبَاق ي
Al-Baaqi The Ever 

Surviving 

One 

The 

Everlasting, 

The One that 

the state of 

non-existence 

is impossible 

for Him. 

97 

ثُ   اْلَوار 
Al-Waaris The Eternal 

Inheritor 

The Heir, The 

One whose 

Existence 

remains. 

98 

يدُ  ش   الرَّ
Ar-Rasheed The Guide to 

Path of 

Rectitude 

The Guide to 

the Right Path, 

The One who 

guides. 

99 

ب ورُ   الصَّ
As-Saboor The 

Extensively 

Enduring One 

The Patient, 

The One who 

does not 

quickly punish 

the sinners. 
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